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CONTINUING EDUCATION

TIRED OF THE SAME OLD SEMINAR? WE THOUGHT SO.
Introducing CE@SEA. Complete 12 Continuing Education Credits aboard Voyager ofthe Seas where you 'II not only experience the largest and most

innovative cruise ship ever built but engage in a detailed study of this ultimate design challenge and most innovative multi-use facility in the world.

COMPLETE IV CONTINUING EDUCATION
s:£Ai:, TE^ laj?gest and most JN!^ovy:: '/i c^jsi s^sin

Rock-Climbing, Ice Skating, Full-Court Basketball and 4-Story Mall. Enjoy unparalleled excitement on the

ultimate design challenge: A $900 million, 2 year project designed by 34 separate Architectural Firms.

'mil SEMINAIl PROVIDES:
• 12 hours HSW Continuing Education Credits using the most advanced, self-contained, floating

city as the lab.

• Detailed study of the most innovative multi-use facility in the world includes behind the scenes

inspections of key facility functions and processes, led by key members of the design

team and members of the Ovmer's project team.

• Design team members present daily seminars covering design and engineering challenges,

response to design issues such as fire protection and egress, logistics, and operation and

BOOK NOW FOR THE NEXT AVAILABLE CRUISE

February 24, 2002

YOTAG^.Px OTThl^, 3EA3
7 Night Western Caribbean

Miami • Labadee • Ocho Rios •

Grand Cayman • Cozumel • Miami

maintenance.

Bring the entire family, it's the best vacation value.

The seminar format allows you to participate in all cruising activities. You

(and your family and/or travel companion) can experience the rich variety

of entertainment and recreation available onboard as well as participate in

various shore activities and sample the rich Caribbean colonial architec-

ture and food.

W
\̂-

The Ultimate Design Challenge Seminar provides you with an in-depth behind the scenes study

of the world's largest cruise ship while also earning you 12 CE credits in a vacation

setting.

To find out more about The Ultimate Design Challenge Cruise Seminar,

log on to www. CE4ME .org

877-5-CRUISE

RoyalCaribbean
INTERNATIONAL

I®

Check out our on-line course offering tool

' Prica are per person, double occupancy, cruise only and are in US dollars. Thispromotion may be withdramn at any time without notice. Governmental departure taxes&
fces are additional. Certain restrictions apply. ©2001 Royal Caribbean Cruises Ltd. Sh^ ofNorwegian &Liberian registry. SLOl-120967 • 06/2001



U, OF FLA. LIBRARIES

Caradco Impact Resistant Glass
Get the best of protection from the worst of all elements

^- 96IO

Caradco windows and patio doors with impact resistant glass are:

SAFE. Tested and approved to meet South Florida impact requirements,

including projectile impact.

SECURE. This means additional security against unwanted intruders.

BEAUTIFUL. The design possibilities are endless. From traditional to contemporary,

in a wide range of styles and options.

For more information contact:

Millwork Sales, Inc.

3005 Mercy Drive

Orlando, FL 32808

(888) 604-7979

Millwork Sales, Inc.

3250 Park Central Blvd. North

Pompano Beach, FL 33064.

(888) 751-2474

CMS International Export, Inc.

5780 NW 72nd Avenue

Miami, FL 33166

(305) 594-9877

Caradco.
Pan of the JELD-ll'E\' fannly

www.caradco.com
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IMPACT RESISTANT
WINDOW AND DOOR
SYSTEMS

I

TRACO Shutterless

Impact Window and

Door Systems are

specifically designed to

meet strict building

codes and the toughest

coastal weather chal-

lenges. TRACO products

are tested to resist small

and large missiles at

hurricane force wind

loads up to 200 mph.

Visit us at the

NGA show in Houston,TX
March 20-22, 2002

Booth #1883

I he Windows and Doors That Greet The World
www.traco.com

71 Progress Avenue • Cranberry Township, PA 16066

1-800-837-7002

TRACO Security Windows& Doors, Inc.

TRACO Architectural Systems. Inc.

TRACO Skytech Systems, Inc?
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I have a good ftiend, Walter Grondzik, PE, who is an engineer and professor of

architecture. He also holds several positions of prominence in national engineering

organizations and he is much sought after as a conference speaker. He is a prolific writer

and one of the best. Interestingly, he describes himself in terms of those things that are

most important to him, i.e. as one who is "involved in teaching and research dealing

with building performance. " He is also a proponent of building commissioning, post-

occupancy evaluation and multi-dimensional spaces.

Several years ago, Walter wrote a very provocative piece for an electronic publica-

tion called eDesign. His article was entitled "The Sad State of Architecture in America: A
2-D, Iconic Void." It was at once humorous and frightening and some would suggest,

overly critical of the profession of architecture. But, the article raises some important

questions and delves into issues that are too often overlooked. His bottom line is this:

"The reality of buildings is that they are unbelievably deep and rich environments."

Permit me to quote from the atticle to make some points.

"Why has architecture become the architecture of the two-dimensional.''" For most

Americans, good image has become good architecture. "The dependence on image as a

stand-in for reality," he writes, "reaches its crowning glory in the architectural awards

process. Virtually every award-winning architectural intervention (the new word for a

building) in the United States received that distinction solely on the basis of its image.

Not its reality, but its image. A physical object that might cover two city blocks, rise 500

feet in the air and be used for over 100 years by thousands of people is represented

throughout its life by its birth pictures (professional quality birth pictures, admittedly).

Analogies following this theory of representation would have the Grammy Award

winners being selected on the basis of the artwork on their CD cases...." and he goes on

to make other equally apt analogies.

Three dimensions are woefully inadequate to define real buildings. The rypical

work-a-day office space has "10, 20, 30 - perhaps even 40 - clearly identifiable and

distinct dimensions: luminance, temperature, radiance, sound pressure, privacy, gradient,

apptoptiateness, historic context, ergonomics, width and so on. It is the sum of these

dimensions, as interpreted by the human brain in response to visual, auditory, tactile,

olfactory, and other sensations and stored experiences, that defines real architecture."

Well, OK, Grondzik writes, "it's not completely true that "good" image makes

"good" architecture." Good writing can do it, too. "Many well-known architects are

where they are not necessarily because their buildings are a delight to inhabit, but

because they spin a mean line. Peter Eisenman, for example, sells books that celebrate an

'alternative process for making occupiable form, ...a process specifically developed to

operate as freely as possible from functional considerations. " Give me a break! As quoted

by Roger Kimball in Tenured Radkah, Eisenman goes on to write, "..these dislocations

have, according to the occupants of the house, changed the dining experience in a real,

and, more importantly, unpredictable fashion." Is this not a verbal celebration of the

architecture of the dysfunctional? And where do we go from here? Grondzik suggests,

"How about the variable height handrail and differing riser heights that evoke a

sensation of giddiness?"

The real point of all of this, in my estimation, is that there are serious issues at stake

that cannot be ignored and in all fairness, are not being addressed in the awards process.

I am as guilry as anyone because I don't ask the hard questions before deciding what to

publish. Should 1 be asking if the project won the "2002 Design Merit Award for

Buildings Not in Serious Litigation or the Bronze Medallion for Buildings that Really

Don't Leak That Much?" 1 hope that doesn't become necessar)'.

Remember the opening premise of this editorial - "The realiry of buildings is that

they are unbelievably deep and rich environments." I do trulv believe that. Architects

must deal with them as such and design for the real world, not the world of images.

florida I Caribbean ARCHITECT
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MONTHS OF CONSULTING. LAYERS OF SHOP
DRAWINGS. HUNDREDS OF DIFFERENT WINDOWS.
Nowadays, thats what it takes to help make something look natural.

Designed to mediate between the urban and

the natural, this nature center brings the look

and feel of a forest to its inner-city

surroundings.

That's no small feat,

considering one of the

project's major design

challenges was

transferring wind loads

from the extensively

overhung roof system

to cedar columns without deflecting and

breaking glazing. To solve it, the Pella

Commercial team worked with the architect

to develop a thermally broken weeping

mullion framing system that supports

required spans while maintaining the center's

naturalistic imagery.

This is just an example

of the support you

can count on Pella

to provide — be

it providing shop

drawings or simply

continuing contact and

support. From conception through

installation, Pella Commercial representatives

will work with you to ensure that you meet

your technical and design challenges.

Callyour representative at 1-800-999-4868 to see what

kind ofinnovative solutions Pella has for your next design.
\p£^ COMMERCIALDIVISION

©2001 Peilo Corporation



President's Message / Enrique Woodrojfe, AM

To quote an old cliche: "the only constant in life is change" - changing

attitudes; changing styles; changing communities; changing legislation; chang-

ing security - a changed world since September 11, 2001. In order to be able

to lead our profession, we must embrace change, and be ready to challenge

ourselves and our communities to create a better quality of life.

I am privileged and excited to be your President this year. "So

many opportunities, so litde time." In order to work in constant change

and be able to provide stability for our Association and profession. Bill

Bishop (President-Elect), your Executive Committee and I have committed

to a two - year work plan that provides for continuity as well as the oppor-

tunity for change. We are working on a plan that will enhance our

profession and programs that will benefit the members.

Goals for 2002/2003 that have been adopted by the FAAIA Board

include enhanced communication with our Chapters and communities; a

Chapter grant program; proactive legislation; leadership training; a mem-

bership needs survey; and a student/architect mentoring program. There is

also a strong need to maintain and strengthen our relationships with allied

professions and associations.

In January, the FAAIA held a very successful Legislative Conference

in Tallahassee. Over 50 Association leaders and members-at-large took

advantage of the opportunity to visit with legislators and discuss such issues

as privatization, tax reform, school construction and CCNA.

February 27 through March 1 , the FAAIA leadership attended AIA

Grassroots in Washington D.C. The theme of Grassroots was America by

Design. Challenges and changes to our profession were heightened by the

events of September 1 1 and architects must address greater security needs

in creative and innovative ways. As at no other time, architects are called

to leadership in meeting the current needs of America's built environment.

While many of the issues discussed affect changing legislation (i.e. school

modernization; security design; Brownfield legislation; transportation),

changes in our Association were discussed that are similar to FAAIA goals

for the next two years. We need to begin by improving communication

with the public and our members. Your feedback is key to our success.

F.AAIA is your organization committed to serving the needs of

each of its members, the profession and communities. Opportunities for

the continued success of FAAIA lie in its members, its affiliations, its

communities, and within yourself Be part of the changing process. As

Thomas Carlyle once said, "Leadership is an engine for creative change."

The Florida Association of the American Institute of Architects

Annual Convention in Miami is August 7-10 - not that far away. Plan

ahead and "seize the moment." I promise it will change and challenge the

way you see your profession and your community.
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inSURATlCE ASSOCIATES ITfC.

Experience is the DPIC

difference.

Combine DPIC s 30 years of

dedication to the architect,

engineer and environmental mar-

ket with the expertise of our

local brokers, and you get the

benefit of die industry ' siiost

qualified professional liability

experts.

From ongoing education in

how to manage i isk to new

ideas in practice management and

smarter dispute resolution that

protects your interest, we '
II hqi

you realize a better return on

your firm s insurance investment.

Contact us today for more

information.

DPIC
)anies

THAT DELIVERS

MWes for ihis program are issuM by one or more insuarxe companies of Royal & SutiAlliance A M Best Rating "A+" (Superior) DPIC Compan

Monterey. CA, and its affiliate. Security Insurance Company of Hartford are members of tne Commercial Division of Ro^l & SunAlliance USA. part

& Sun Alliance Insufarvetsroup. pic. The company is listed on the London and New York stock exclianges Copynght 2001 OPIC CompaniK



News

Tampa Cultural District to

Become a Reality

A 28-square-block Cultural Dis-

trict in downtown Tampa is moving

toward becoming a reality. The Cul-

tural District has been the missing

link in the city's "Circle of Develop-

ment," a series of economic

development projects that have al-

ready rejuvenated areas surrounding

downtown. "Circle of Development"

projects include the Florida

Aquarium, a 20,500-seat Ice Palace

hockey and sports venue, a World

Trade Center and Port of Tampa

headquarters, a new cruise ship ter-

minal, a 710-room Marriott

convention hotel and other projects

already responsible for nearly $6 bil-

lion in new construction over the past

five years.

As conceived by city planners,

the Cultural District will include the

new Tampa Museum of Art, a new

Tampa Bay History Center, addi-

tions to the Tampa Bay Performing

Arts Center, a riverwalk, an ex-

panded waterfront park and a

refurbished campus for the city's

main public library. Tampa-based

architecture firm Alfonso Architects

is partnering with Rafael Vinoly to

design the new Tampa Museum of

Art which will anchor the 28-block

district. Both firms have established

offices in New York and Tampa and

they are in the process of develop-

MiscelLzneous views ofthe Cultural District courtesy ofSktdmore. Uiviugs o~ Memll LLP.

NCARB Adds New Titles

NCARB has introduced two

new titles to its monograph series,

Low-Slope Roofing II and Cracking

the Codes. Low-Slope Roofing 11 \s the

companion to number 1 and its ob-

jective is to investigate alternatives

to traditional built-up roofing, in-

cluding bitumen, single-ply, sprayed

polyurethane foam, metal and liq-

uid applied systems. Author Thomas

Lee Smith, AIA, RRC, also discusses

reroofmg projects, sustainably-de-

signed systems, and construction

contract administration and war-

ranty issues related to roofing.

In Cracking the Code, Barry D.

ing plans to redevelop 67.4 acres of Yatt upends the idea that building

land that will make Tampa's down- codes and standards are obstacles to

town, waterfront and public spaces design. Offering a down-to-earth ap-

more functional and accessible. proach, the author provides a sound

ing a schematic design for the new

museum.

The space plan being considered

for the museum will quadruple its

current exhibition space from 14,000

to 40,000 square feet. The new de-

sign will also allow much more of the

museum's permanent collection of

contemporary art, photography and

antiquities to be on view while allow-

ing significant new areas for traveling

exhibitions, a museum cafe, a theatre-

auditorium, classrooms and an

enlarged museum store.

The City ofTampa has also hired

the Chicago office of Skidmore,

Owings & Merrill (SOM) to begin

the next phase of the District, design-

flonda I Caribbean ARCHITECT
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overview of regulatory issues. Mono-

graph chapters move through each

stage of the planning process to iden-

tify and consolidate the basic

regulatory requirements that must be

addressed. In addition to the model

building codes, including the Inter-

national Building Code, Cracking the

Codes covers zoning ordinances and

covenants, as well as rules related to

accessibility, historic preservation,

environmental quality, and consumer

protection, to name a few.

To order a monograph or any

other title from NCARB's Profes-

sional Development Program,

contact the Council at (202) 783-

6500 for an order form. Or visit

NCARB's web site at www.ncarb.org/

publications.

BOAID Honors USF
School of Architecture

The University of South Florida

(USF) School of Architecture and

Community Design has been named

the "top architecture school in Florida"

by the Florida Board of Architecture

and Interior Design, the state's licens-

ing board. The board made the

decision after reviewing student work

submitted in five competitions in

200 1 and 2002. The competition cat-

egories included poster design, a

building design for the Oldsmar Cul-

tural Arts Center, the best hand-

drawn rendering for the Oldsmar

project, the best digital rendering for

the Oldsmar project and a competi-

tion for an academic program that

fosters leadership skills.

According to the organizers, hun-

dreds of students from all six

architecture schools in Florida partici-

pated in the competitions and first,

second and third place awards and prize

money were given in each category.

USF students won 10 out of the 15

awards, including four in first place.

USF students also won the "People's

Choice Award" and "Mayor's Choice"

award for the Oldsmar competition.

Corrections

The Carter Tabernacle CME
Church in Orlando designed by

Bock & Partners contains 15,500

square feet of renovated space, not

5,500 as reported in the Fall 2001

issue.

George Cott Chroma, Inc. was

not credited as photographer of

John Howey's Tower 1 project which

appeared in the Winter 2002 issue.

Jim Clees, RLA, ASIA, is the

landscape architect with Harvard

Jolly Clees Toppe Architects. He is

the designer of the traffic circle at

the entrance to Clearwater Beach,

not John Toppe as reported in the

Winter 2002 issue.

Are you missing yoi

target audience?

Looking for qualified applicants to fill positions

in your firm?

Trying to rent a space?

Need to sell that old drafting table?

Searching for an arcnitectural pnotograpner or

architectural marketing professional?

u
ALA Florida Classifieds can help!

To place your ad:

E-mail us at classifieds@aiana.org

or Call us at 850/222-7590

or Fax us at 850/224-8048 \
Can you say it in ao words or less? 40 v\/ords for S40 per week
for AIA Florida members. (SSOpn week Non-member rate)

2 week minimum & renewal status

After meeting the initial two-week requirement, you will be
contacted regarding ad renewal status, you will be given

the option to renew weekly, bimonthly or monthly!
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Florida's #1

Insurance/Bond Agency
Specializing in Design

Professionals/Contractors

A Design Professional Needs

An Insurance/Bond Broker Who:

• Specializes in professional liability services to engineers and architects.

• Understands, professional practice and becomes a valued member of the

firm's management team.

• Supports your Professional Society Scholarship programs.

• Offers contract review, negotiation assistance, in-house seminars and

unique loss prevention publications.

• Is creative and aggressive in pursuing competitive insurance programs and

can deliver risk management counsel and advice independent of

obligations to any particular insurance company.

• Understands and deals with issues relating to the procurement of any and

all bonding requirements by design/build professionals.

A Design Professional Needs

an a/e ProNet Member/Bond Broker
a/e ProNet is a national association of independent insurance professionals

specializing in professional liability insurance and risk management services

for engineers and architects.

Collinsworth, Alter, Nielson

Fowler & Bowling, Inc.

Your Design/Build Insurance

Specialist in Florida is:

W. Meade Collinsworth

CPCU, ARM, AIM, AAI
&

Your Design/Build Bond

Specialist in Florida is:

Charles J. Nielson

5979 N.W. 151" St. #105, Miami Lakes, FL 33014

P.O. Box 9315, Miami, FL 33014-9315

Dade (305) 822-7800

Broward (954) 463-8601

Toll Free (800) 822-9303

The only a/e ProNet member in Florida

Florida's S o u I li w c s t (' oast

Exceptional

Meetings in an
Exceptional Location

Stay close to home while enjoying

every advantage at liiis premier

meeting destination - an enchanting

Four-Diamond beachfront retreat

that's conveniently located on

Florida 's magnificent Gulf Coast.

• I'IcxihIc meeting space Ibi up to KiO

• Private, white sand hea< h

• Luxury suites witli private bale iiuies

• I,") holes ol c haiiipioiiship goU

• 38 MarTiu tenuis courts

• Fitness Centre with massage therapy

• 4 restaurants and lounges

• Impeccable staff thai meets every need

Prestigious clients share a feeling ot

confidence, accomplishment ami

comfortable elegance when meeting at

The Resort at Longboat Key Club.

T H E I! E S R I A I

LONOBOAI- KEY-CLUB

Meeting Infonnalion

1 800-237-8821
www.longboatkeyclub.coin

Uired 941 ,387 1606 • Fax 941 .387 1617

301 (julf o( Mexico Drive

Longboat Key. FL 34228

— __,i,ji_ 4ii»lf I K&:y Ijai
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Work-in-Progress

Bloodgood Sharp Buster Ar-

chitects & Planners (BSB) designed

Orlando's new Stonewood Tavern &
Grill. The firm's commercial division

has designed four of the chain's nine

restaurants, including the first free-

standing prototype in Gainesville.

Because these are neighborhood res-

taurants, everything is designed to

neighborhood scale. The architects

are very sensitive to the local

homeowner's concerns about propor-

tion and scale.

The Sieger Suarez Architec-

tural Partnership is designer of Las

Olas River House in Fort Lauderdale.

Soon to be the city's tallest building,

the luxury condominium will feature

two 42-story structures and one 34-

story structure located in the heart

of the downtown district. Totaling

1.2 million square feet, the project

will provide a total of280 residential

units. Among the structure's many

amenities is a five-story, 30,000 -

square -foot, glass-walled fitness

center and spa.

Architects Design Group Inc.

of Winter Park has designed the

$6.5 million Municipal Complex

and Administrative Center for the

Village of Palm Springs. The cam-

pus-style facility was designed to

Municipal Complex Master Plan for the

Village ofPalm Springs /designed by the

Architects Design Group Inc.

Las Oils River House iii J m / LuiulertLile designed by The Sieger Suarez Architectural Partnership

n/ <M-)ni.mn n, ii o nna/^

3̂1 0<?d<5<5<5(5(5<5<50d(50'^Aj^

LEGEND:

RJBUC 3-SFETT FACILrTY
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LIBRARY
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BRPH Construction Services, Inc., a iubuduiry ofBRPH Companies, Inc. is building the Neiv Life Christian Fellowship in Titusnille. Florida,

utilizing the design/build method of delivery. BRPH also designed thefacility which includes a book shop, radio studio and coffee shop.

The Scott Partnership Architecture, Inc. designed the Congregation oj Liberal juddisni'i new 5J inillnnt additivn anil renuvatiun now under

construction in Orlando. Scheduledfor completion thisfall the project includes 34,000 square fiet ofnew construction.

centralize all services in one location

with inviting public spaces. The pro-

gram includes a public safety facili-

ty accommodating both police and

fire, library addition and renovation,

new public restrooms, basketball,

tennis and volleyball courts, a water

playground for tots, village plaza

and lighted parking areas. Construc-

tion will begin in early 2002.

Gordon dr Associates, Architects, is providing comprehensive architectural design servicesfor the

15,000-square-foot Baroudi Plastic Surgery Center in Port Charlotte, Florida. Construction is

scheduledfor completion in May 2002.

Retzsch Lanao Caycedo Archi-

tects won an AIA Design Award

from the Palm Beach Chapter for its

design of a luxury townhome com-

munity to be built in Fort

Lauderdale. The new community of

flortda I Caribbean ARCHITECT
spring 2002
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50 interlocking homes will be called

Victoria Place. The three-story

homes range from 3,000 to 3,500

square feet and feature rooftop

decks, elevators, garages and a com-

munity pool and cabana.

Groundbreaking will take place in

early 2002.

communications center. Preserving

the historic character ofWinter Park's

architecture resulted in the City se-

lecting an Arts and Crafts style.

In January ground was broken

for the new Winter Park Police De-

partment Public Safety Complex.

Designed by Architects Design

Group, Inc., the facility will house

the police department, fire adminis-

tration and a new fire station. The

$9 million, 73,000 square-foot-com-

plex was designed to promote the

concept of community policing and

it features public meeting facilities, a

media room and a state-of-the-art

CBB Architects will design the

first two buildings and develop a

Master Plan for Future Growth for

the 1 5-acre campus of the Hernando

Pasco Hospice. The facility, which

will be nearly 30,000 square teet, is

being designed in eight-bed wings

with family dining areas, private con-

ference rooms, quiet rooms and

screened porches. Construction is

slated to begin in the fall of 2002.

Excellence Awards competition. The

project that was recognized was JDS

Uniphase, a new manufacturing fa-

cility that offers an innovative office

environment and a flexible manufac-

turing area. The building's exterior

was designed to conserve energy

through the use of canopies and lou-

vers to shade exterior glass and roof

drains providing for water flow into

the front entrance pool.

BRPH Companies, Inc. re-

ceived a Grand Award from the

Florida Institute of Consulting En-

gineers in the 2002 Engineering

Cooper Johnson Smith Archi-

tects, Inc. is the designer of the $2.

1

million MiraBay Club in southern

Hillsborough County. The club-

house is part of a $400 million,

750-acre waterfront community be-

ing developed by Terrabrook®. With

construction scheduled to begin this

spring, the clubhouse will feature a

JDS Utiiphase, an award-ivinning design by BRPH Companies, Inc.
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MiraBay Club is being designed by (iiu/'ir Jn/uison Smith Architects, Inc. just west ofInterstate 7^ in Hillsborough County.

Cannon Design received an Award ofMeritfrom the AIA. New York State Chapter, for

design ofthe Carol & Carl Montante Cultural Center at Canisius College, Buffalo, NY.

The goal ofthe $3.4 million program was the renovation and adaptive reuse ofa Byzan-

tine-Lombardic style church into a multi-purpose, 530-seat venuefor cultural and

academic events.

SKLARchitecture willprovide Architectural and Interior

Design servicesfor the new "Original Pancake" House

restaurants in Dade and Broward Counties. There are

currentlyfour buildings in the permitting or construction

phase.

fitness center, aerobics, weight training and

massage areas, a high-tech entertainment

area, banquet room and snack bar. The

clubhouse will be a two-story, plantation-

style building with wide veranda and hipped

roof.
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Dorsky Hodgson + Partners Cleveland, fort lauderdale, Washington d.c.

Sumner on Ridgewood, Akron, Ohio

This new 64.8-acre com-

munity is not a retirement

community, but a "Uving"

community. It embodies a

concept that focuses on build-

ing "a human community that

creates a pathway to a Hfe

worth hving"...a philosophy

that is translated into the site

planning and the architecture.

There are 339 units

scheduled for construction

during Phases I and II. Phase I

will produce 189 units includ-

ing the Manor House complex,

Assisted-Living Greenhouses,

Skilled Nursing Greenhouses,

Garden Apartments and Eden

Villas. Completion of Phase I is

scheduled for late 2002 or early

2003. Total project cost is

projected to be $47 million,

financed primarily through the

sale of tax-exempt municipal

bonds.

The Manor House is the

historic Tudor-style mansion

that was a part of the original

urban campus and it now

serves as the focal point of

social life in the living commu-

nity. It also set the precedent

for the style of the new cam-

pus. Designed for the wholistic

needs of the residents, the

Manor House has a variety of

dining options, a wellness

center, auditorium, clinic,

cyber lounge and meditation

chapel. The dining room, for

example, is divided into small

alcoves to create more intimate

dining settings and to reduce the

background noise that deters

conversation. A large patio over-

looking a prominent water feature

provides a setting for dining

alfresco. To address the needs of the

casual diner, there is a "bistro" with

a short order menu. The library

and cyber lounge offer residents an

opportunity to engage in intellec-

tual pursuits or just visit with

friends in an area adjacent to their

mailboxes.

Green Houses are the small

residential structures. The Green

House for Skilled Nursing, for

example, is for residents who

require more extensive care. All

bedroom suites are intended to be

private living areas and each one

has sitting, bedroom and kitchen-

ette areas, as well as a bathroom
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with shower. There are several

couples' suites for residents with

spouses, two separate dining rooms,

laundry and secondary staff areas

within the Green House area.

The Manor House at Sumner on Ridgewood in

Akron, Ohio. Rendering and site plan courtesy

ofthe architect.

Ftfun Ciiroi lli>«ic Dt«l
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Interview / Cornelia C. Hodgson, AM

Cornelia C. Hodgson, AIA, is a

Senior Partner and leader oi the

seniorLiving Studio in Dorsky

Hodgson + Partners' Cleveland office.

In this capacity, she creates the vision

for all architectural projects for the

aging and physically-challenged. For

20 years, she has been working to

improve the qualit)' of life for the

elderly and disabled through innova-

tive design. As a result of her on-going

research and hands-on experience, she

is able to assess what specific and

aesthetic elements will create an

environment that looks and feels like

home.

Ms. Hodgson has lectured on the

design of housing and health care

environments at the Harvard Univer-

sity School of Design and she was a

member of the American National

Standards Institute Committee that

developed specifications for Providing

Accessibility and Usability for

Physically Handicapped People

(ANSIA117.1).

During the 1993 Congressional

Symposium, Ms. Hodgson testified

on design code issues and the Ameri-

cans with Disabilities Act (ADA), in

addition to participating in the White

House Conference on Aging. She has

also appeared on CNN's Newswatch

as an authority on gerontologically-

sensitive design.

In 1977, she joined the Dorsky

firm and in 1980 she became Director

of Facilities for the Aging. In 1 996,

she became a partner. Ms. Hodgson is

licensed to practice architecture in 16

states, including Florida, where the

firm has an office in Fort Lauderdale.

She previously taught architecture at

Kent Stare University and worked for

the U.S. Department of Housing and

Urban Development in Chicago.

The following is an interview

with Cornelia Hodgson conducted in

January, 2002.

Q; Does tomoiTOw's aging

"Boomer" market demandfunda-

mental changes in design

approachesfor senior living envi-

ronments?

A: Absolutely. The Baby Boom

generation's expectations will mean

radical, permanent changes. Boomers'

experience as consumers, world

travelers and real-time communicators

is already making the concept of

"retirement communities" obsolete.

We need to understand three key

trends.

First, this is the Multiple Choice

generation, geared to alternatives. Its

members will not respond to one-

dimensional choices of either "sick or

well "
- of independent housing or a

nursing home. They will demand

holistic connections to a deeper

concept of wellness. They will expect

residential options across the fiiU

continuum of care. Boomers will, for

example, seek independent housing

options from apartments, villas and

garden homes to cluster housing -

and from low-rise to high-rise. The

range of supporting services and

amenities will expand proportionately.

Most important, nursing facilities will

move completely away trom the

current institutional medical model.

Second, the next aging generation

is design savvy. They invented

corporate graphics and slick product

design. Appreciating and demanding

qualit)' design, they are more con-

scious of the built environment.

Third, Boomers have a strong

desire for a sense of community. In

seeking this connection, they will

push "retirement communities" -

which we prefer to call living commu-

nities - to incorporate principles of

New Urbanism and traditional

neighborhood design. These consum-

ers have already found that while

technology may have replaced certain

social relationships, it's not enough.

Q; How can design teams

accommodate the desirefor choices

and variety while respecting clients'

budget limitations?

A; Inventive design can provide

an array of choices without boosting

cost. Functional, operational issues

drive the solutions. Raised as the
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Food Court Generation, Boomers

want a choice of dining environ-

ments. Service for 1 50 residents does

not have to be provided in one large

dining room. As in hotel design, the

main kitchen and a grill station can

provide service to multiple smaller

venues - from a formal dining room

for 75, to a coffee shop, bistro,

tearoom, sports bar or intimate

clubroom.

Q; Wliat role should the

design team play in master plan-

ningfor new and aging senior

living communities?

A: Master planning for Con-

tinuing Care Retirement Communi-

ties (CCRCs) is evolving as a process

of discovering and responding to

problems rather than building on

assumptions. CCRCs provide the fiill

continuum of care within a single

residential campus. It's absolutely

critical to involve the architect at the

very start of planning - before making

any strategic planning, financial or

marketing decisions. An owner

wanting to reposition an existing

CCRC typically decides about

renovation before bringing an

architect to the table, yet design

professionals may suggest selective

demolition that opens new opportu-

nities on the site.

Q; How does primary research

inform and shapeyour design?

A: DH+P conducts primary

research and has a fiill-time researcher

whose projects include post-occu-

pancy evaluations. These studies

improve our designs and can assist

clients in making future changes in

their buildings.

For example, we provide "behav-

ioral mapping" research that measures

usage patterns throughout a facility.

We literally map the behavior of

residents, stafl and visitors, which

yields wonderful clues for renovating

and redesign. A space that appears to

be useful may actually be under-

utilized. The owner may want to

change that space, yet residents may

resist the change, saying "we use that

area constantly." If hard data shows

residents that they only use the space

two mornings a week, it's much easier

for the owner to calm their concerns,

find a new location for the activity

and proceed with the renovation.

Q; With aging CCRCs vying

for market share in a tight economy,

what are the keys to effective

repositioning?

A: Two principles are essentia]

to reposition and stay competitive.

First, provide brand new product

on site - whether it's a new type of

apartment, garden home or other

unit. That product must give the

CCRC a new market image and,

most important, provide new rev-

enues that allow the owner to invest

in non-revenue producing space.

Second, understand that these are

occupied communities, which

demand meticulous, strategic phasing

developed in collaboration with the

owner's financial team. You can't

simply relocate residents and tell them

to return next year. The challenge

goes back to the master plan, which

must anticipate how and where to

build and indicate where to relocate

people when renovation or demoli-

tion becomes necessary.

Q: What will senior living

communities and nursing hoynes be

like 20yearsfi-om now?

A: Based on demographics, we'll

see many more of them, with far

greater variety. Different aiFmity

groups will form communities as like-

minded people come together to

retire and pursue activities. These

may range Irom academic to wellness

or longevity-oriented communities to

culturally-focused communities near

city-center music and art resources.

Technology will change the face

of these communities whatever their

lifestyle offerings. Of course, they'll

be wired to the world. But they will

also use technology that's revolution-

izing healthcare to de-institutionalize

nursing facilities and unclutter the

designed environment. The green-

house concept as seen in Sumner on

Ridgewood is an early example.

Charting will be with hand-held

devices, eliminating the need for

nurses stations with large charts.

Therapy will connect to fitness

activities to indicate the connections

of life, rather than its separations into

sick and well.

With security a continuing

concern. Boomers will continue to

value gated environments. Yet

segregation by age will be moderated

by new social connections within

CCRCs - and by on-campus pro-

gramming that will create ongoing,

intergenerational exchanges with the

community outside its walls.
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New Florida Building Code Presents Challenges to Architects Unfamiliar with

Wind-Borne Debris Requirements

John W. Knezevich, RE.

After several months of delay, the

new Florida Building Code finally

became the governing code in the State

of Florida effective March 1, 2002.

With last minute legislative action at

the end of the year, the effective date

of the Code was postponed from

January 1 to March 1. The legislation

does permit the construction ot

projects designed in anticipation ol the

Januar)' 1, 2002, if desired.

Almost 1 years in the making,

the new Florida Building Code unifies

the Standard Building Code and the

South Florida Building Code into one

complete document. While the new

Code does not actually provide for a

completely unified building code as

originally planned, the multi-volume

document does provide a single source

for the state's building regulations.

While most of the Code is similar to

those upon which it was modeled,

there is one significant change that will

affect architects statewide. Glazed

openings must be resistant to wind-

borne debris from hurricanes or

structures will have to be designed for

higher wind pressures.

Architects and engineers who

work regularly in southeast Florida

are familiar with the provisions for

hurricane damage mitigation in

construction. New design and

construction and major rehabilitation

of buildings in southeastern counties

will not be significantly affected by

the new code. The Florida Building

Code provides for High Velocity

Hurricane Zones that are designated

as Dade and Broward counties. These

sections appear at the end of each

chapter of the Code and essentially

repeat the provisions of the South

Florida Building Code.

Architects who work in counties

on the West Coast or north of Martin

County on the East Coast, however,

face a whole new challenge when it

comes to designing buildings. First,

they will need to master the new code

and the effect it will ha\e on the design

of glazed openings that now have to

meet specific and rigorous guidelines

for withstanding wind-borne debris.

Architects will also have to

familiarize themselves with the types of

building materials and products that

are code compliant or risk causing

serious delays and costly overruns.

Since all glazed materials used in

coastal regions of Florida must now be

tested for impact resistance or be

shuttered, the design of glazed

expanses must be considered in

tandem with the availability of existing

code-compliant glazing or shutter

systems.

Architects must design buildings

with code-compliant product in

mind. Custom glazing schemes must

be fabricated, tested and certified

which often results in time delays and

added costs. Designs that call lor

specific code-complaint product must

consider compatibiliry with actual

field conditions.

The good news is that the new

Florida Building Code will help

Florida citizens climb out of the State s

insurance nightmare. It is estimated

that construction costs will only

increase by 3% to 5% as a direct result

of code compliance. However, savings

resulting from insurance rebates for

protection from potential hurricane

damage will far outweigh these costs.

In the wake of Hurricane Andrew,

adoption of the new code is validation

for the insurance industr)' that

architects, engineers, contractors and

developers can build properties that are

resistant to wind-borne debris from

hurricanes. As insurance premiums

rise, developers will welcome the

discounts that the new hurricane-

damage-resistant codes deliver.

For architects, especially those who

look to glazed openings for their most

dramatic design features, the new codes

in hurricane-prone regions may be

limiting at first. But new product is

being designed, tested, certified and

distributed every day. In the end, an

immediate focus on the new building

code and a steady eye on code-compli-

ant glazing options will enable Florida's

architects to continue to create out-

standing - and withstanding - design.

John W Knezevich, P.E. is Vice

President ofLZA Technology in Ft.

Lauderdale, Florida. LZA specializes in

the design, evaluation and implementa-

tion ofbuildingproducts to comply with

specified code requirements.
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Robert G. Currie Partnership, delray beach, florida

Ocean Avenue Bridge, Boynton Beach, Florida

The new Ocean Avenue

Bridge, completed in early

2001 at a cost of $23 million,

was the first trunnion bridge

of its kind in Florida to

introduce solid concrete

decking and inverted pre-

stressed concrete T-beams on

approach spans. It replaced a

substandard bridge connecting

two separate waterfront

communities. In order to

create as low a profile as

possible and maintain the

required 21 -foot Coast Guard

clearance, the main bascule

girders were designed to

project upward and through

the deck, thus lowering the

entire bridge. Art was inte-

grated into the base of all the

towers reflecting aquatic life

indigenous to the area. Land-

scaped pathways that

encourage pedestrian activity

lead to a lighted passive

waterfront communal space

below the bridge.

Lichtenstein Consulting

Engineers in Ft. Lauderdale

were the project engineers.

Photos: Ocean Avenue Bridge in

Boynton Beach, Florida. Allphotos

courtesy of C.J. Walker
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RS&H (Reynolds, Smith and Hills, \nc.) Jacksonville, florida

The Advanced Technology Center, Daytona Beach, Florida

Florida school systems and

colleges face many challenges not

the least ofwhich is limited

Rinding for new facilities.

Architects must ask themselves

how they can devise design

strategies to deliver exciting and

inspiring educational environ-

ments within limited budgets. At

the same time, these facilities

must be well constructed of

durable materials and be able to

withstand decades of hard use

with few maintenance dollars

available.

Key design goals and

strategies for the new Advanced

Technology Center (ATC) were

to provide a modern high tech

image expressive of the school's

purpose and program, use durable

low-maintenance materials and make

maximum use of natural light. In

addition, systems such as HVAC and

data networking were used as learning

tools. Rather than hiding programs,

they were showcased to provide

maximum visibilit)' to potential

business partners.

The Advanced Technology

Center is a 155,000-square-foot

technical school project that set out

to demonstrate it was possible to

meet these goals while delivering an

innovative educational program. Not

only was the project completed

within budget, but at project comple-

tion, $750,000 in budget savings was

delivered back to the owner. The total

cost of the building was $17.75

million or S114.50 per square foot.

The ATC facilirv' represents a

new approach to work force educa-

tion. Responding to the need for job

creation, as well as the need to

develop a trained work force for area

businesses, the school makes ample

use of partnerships with local busi-

nesses.

Each of the key program areas of

Information Technology/Computer

Graphics, Automotive Technology,

HVAC Technology, Building

Construction Technology, and

Manufacturing Technology, have

local business and industry partners

that assist with "real world" issues as

well as with equipment and training.

These partnerships result in creating

a highly relative work force.
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The architectural response to the

program imperatives was achieved by

creating an internal street - Technol-

ogy Street — as the interface between

the two-story academic area and the

high-bay industrial shop areas.

Windows into spaces along the street

allow prospective students or business

partners to observe the educational

process. Another significant design

response was the creation of a two-

story atrium on the academic side of

the building that links the facility's

various departments and functions.

This space allows for flexible group

interaction and displays of student

projects in a rotunda at the east end

of the atrium. Efficiency was gained

by having this space function as a

main entry, main circulation linkage

and interdisciplinary meeting and

display space.

Finally, the project takes advan-

tage of its natural Florida setting of

pines, palmettos and wetlands by

juxtaposing technology and nature in

an environmentally-responsible way.

The learning resources room with an

extensive computer commons area is

located in a second rotunda with a

180° view.

Photos, top: Alachiiie Trades Labfiom Technology Street showing Computerized Milling Machine in theforeground, Above, left: Computer Network

Administration Lab^, Above, right: Interior view ofthe atrium. Allphotos courtesy ofthe architect.

Project Credits: Lawrence D. Ellis, AIA, Principal-in-Charge; John V. Quattrone, AIA, Lead Designer and Project Officer; Scott

Coleman, Project Architect/Design Team; Dana DeClerk, AIA, interior Design; Christopher D. Flagg, ASLA, Master Planning;

Tilden Lobnitz Cooper, Mechanical/Electrical/StructuraJ; Zev Cohen & Associates, Civil; FF&E, Commercial and Governmental

Interiors.
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Angela del Toro and Ricardo Miranda sanjuan, puerto rico

Housing Rehabilitation in the Playa de Ponce ward, Ponce, Puerto Rico

The Housing Rehabilitation

Program was created in 1985 to

begin rehabilitating the housing

in the Arenas-Betances ward in

Ponce. With a $ 1 million budget

from the Puerto Rico Housing

Department, the work pro-

gressed to include the Playa de

Ponce ward. All of the work that

was done, both remodeling and

new construction, was coordi-

nated to comply with the

architectural, urban design and

construction standards estab-

lished by the Office ofTerritorial

Order and the Historic Center

for the Autonomous Municipal-

ity of Ponce. In addition, the

Autonomous Municipality of

Ponce, along with the Puerto

Rico Housing Department and

the Community Infrastructure

and Development Program,

implemented a Disaster Recu-

peration Action Plan. This plan

was part of a congressional

initiative that assigned $4.5 million

to the Autonomous Municipality of

Ponce for repairs to dwellings and

improvements to roads, sidewalks

and storm sewers.

Playa de Ponce ward is located

south of the capital city of San Juan.

Its physical characteristics, including

built environment and urban grid, are

gready influenced by the ward's

principal materials suppliers and two

reference points - the Caribbean Sea

and the City of Ponce. Important

buildings such as the Customs House,

Our Lady of Carmen Church and the

Old Chamber of Commerce have an

1 8*-century Spanish Colonial history.

These buildings still have the original

wooden floors and root trusses with

clay tile. But, rapid growth in the

ward during the 1 970s increased the

problem of overcrowding and dimin-

ished the quality of urban life.

On the shores of the Portugues

River, rows of humble wooden

houses, with little or no ornamenta-

tion, speak to the economic situation

of the inhabitants. Within the urban

grid, there are a substantial number

of modest structures of Creole

construction.

Intervention by architects Angela

del Toro and Ricardo Miranda

sought to restore original materials

and architectural detail to buildings

in the urban area. The utmost care

was given to the conservation and/or

reproduction of architectural details

such as cornices and moldings. In

addition, the architects sought to

retain the identity and cohesion of

the community by reactivating public

spaces, building on empty lots and

realigning structures. Urban fiirniture

in the form of signage, bus stops and

waste containers, and the restoration

of a park and a plaza, added to the

success of the project. This rehabilita-

tion program offered the additional

benefit of aiding the local economy

by creating jobs for small contractors

and materials suppliers in the area.

Restored homes and infill structures within the urban core ofthe Pl/tya de Ponce, before (lefi) and afier (right) restoration/construction. Photos courtesy ofthe architects.
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Norman M. Giller: Fifty Years of Groundbreaking Design

/
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With 85 years and a whopping

1 1,000 buildings to his credit,

Norm Giiler insists that while he

was designing in the 1940s, 50s

and 60s, he wasn't trying to create a

movement or a new style. He was

simply designing modern buildings.

He recently said, "It's only in

retrospect that people categorize

and label architectural styles. I was

just designing contemporary

buildings using whatever the

technology was at the time and

incorporating different materials as

they came onto the market."

Whether consciously or not,

Ciller's work from 1945 to the

early 70s was the foundation for

what is now referred to as Miami

Modern, or MIMo. MIMo is the

post-World War II descendant of

Art Deco. It featured motifs such as

boomerangs, as well as cheese-hole

masonry and unusual roof designs.

It was also very sleek and elegant

with daring angles and lines and

lots of glass. Giller's Carillon Hotel

is a good example, along with

Morris Lapidus' Fontainebleau and

Eden Roc Hotels. Ciller's innova-

tive work included the first

two-story motel in Miami; a 1950

construct with back-to-back rooms,

outdoor balconies and catwalk

hallways that became the prototype

for South Florida motels. In 1957,

he designed the Carillon Hotel, one

of North Beach's first high-rise

hotels.

Ciller's impact as an architect

extended beyond the buildings he

designed. He served as a military

architect during World War II and

later, he was instrumental in

founding the Design

Review Board of Miami

Beach. As its first

chairman and a long-

time board member,

Ciller set design

standards that kept

builders from con-

structing plain, boxy

buildings with no

outstanding architec-

tural features. Ciller

remembers that, "It

wasn't easy, but eventu-

ally architects realized

that if they didn't

comply, they wouldn't

be permitted (to build). Finally,

they and their clients got the word

that our standards were set high

and they had to meet them."

During the 1950s, Ciller was

head of the 10'*' largest architecture

firm in the U.S. and the only

Florida firm in the nation's top 25.

He was one of the first to use air-

conditioning in residential

buildings and he pioneered the use

of PVC pipe, initiating a change in

national building codes. His firm

designed and constructed hundreds

of buildings for the Alliance lor

Progress in Latin America.

Throughout his career, Ciller has

been active in the American

Institute of Architects and he was

instrumental in getting accredita-

tion for the University of Miami

School of Architecture. In 1961, he
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developed a master plan for South

Beach, one of the earliest compre-

hensive urban plans in the US.

Architect Giller considers the

two-story motels in Sunny Isles a

happy medium between the low-

end motor courts and the luxury

hotels of the day. The concept of a

two-story motel took advantage of

the lifting of gasoline rations after

World War II. The allure of the

open road and the need for budget

accommodations for America's

burgeoning middle class helped to

make these motels the most

popular type of lodging in Florida.

The Ocean Palm Motel on

Collins Avenue was a cutting edge

design. It was dubbed a "motel"

and each of its rooms had a kitch-

enette and an exhaust fan as a

pre-AC cooling system. Because the

rooms were built back-to-back,

Giller created a catwalk balcony

that served as an outdoor hallway.

"This is how a design devel-

ops," Giller explains. "You give a

building a nice shape using basic

design theories. If a building is so

high and so long, it must be

pleasing to the eye. Then there are

the materials. In the case of this

motel (the Ocean Palm), we used

stone, stucco and especially,

concrete which can be molded into

anything. The building is like a

sculpture. It can take any shape.

You design it any way you want."

The Ocean Palm eventually

became the prototype for motels all

over the country. Developers

jumped on the bandwagon and

began building two-story motels

that incorporated the latest tech-

nology, including

jalousie windows,

continuous concrete

shades over windows

and air-conditioning.

At the other end of

the spectrum, Ciller's

Carillon Hotel of 1957

was one of North

Beach's first high-rise

hotels. At 150 feet, the

structure reached the

maximum height

allowed at the time. The

building also utilized

flat slab concrete

construction that

allowed for an addi-

tional floor without

violating the height

restriction. With four

facades complete with

his trademark folded

vertical concrete

elements, the Carillon

was designed to be

appreciated from every

direction, including the ocean.

Recently, Norm Giller was

honored with a tribute that

brought together notables Peter

Slatin, editor of the New York-

based architecture magazine Grid,

Miami Herald hrcKiieciurc Critic

Beth Dunlop, Miami Beach Mayor

Neisen Kasdin and Leonard Wein,

chair of Miami Beach's Urban Arts

Committee. According to Wein,

"The relationship between New

York City and Miami is a close one.

The architectural "cross-pollina-

tion" between the two cities

occurred naturally as New York

developers wintered in Miami and

North Shore Commiinir)' Center. AUanii Beach, completed in

1961. Photo by Rohm Hill.

then transferred the design ideas

they saw to Big Apple." Wein went

on to say that, "MIMo should be

the next thing to be discovered.

The architecture of this region is

set in a rich context and should not

just be branded Art Deco."

A photography exhibit, spon-

sored by the Urban Arts

Committee, entitled "New York/

Miami Modern Architecture " will

be on display at the Municipal Arts

Society in New York City March 13

-May 10,2002.
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Practice Aids

Emergency Call Systems: Key Things to Keep in Mind

The economy is tight, and

winning contracts to design or

renovate assisted Hving facilities in the

Florida market is extremely competi-

tive. How can your firm present a

stand-out proposal? One way is to

incorporate new systems that give

clients technological innovation and

marketability, coupled with good

value.

Frequently, architects haven't

researched emergency call systems

before submitting a design proposal.

This is due, in part, to a comfort level

with older, established technologies

such as pull-cords and nurse call

systems. However, recent advances in

telephone-based systems provide

facilities with lower maintenance,

better value for their money, more

services and greater peace-of-mind.

Why is an updated emergency

call system a strong selling point in

the design of a resident community?

Newer, more efficient systems travel

with residents as opposed to fixed

systems that might be out ol reach

when they are most needed. Tele-

phone-based systems allow staff to

communicate easily with residents and

ascertain who needs urgent help. The

newer systems appeal to a younger

and more active group of retirement

community members, many of whom

don't need round-the-clock care.

The following overview of

emergency call systems will help you

to define features that may be impor-

tant to clients.

THE STANDARD: PULL-CORD

SYSTEMS

Most independent and assisted-

living facilities today still use some

variant of the pull-cord system. This

simple but limited system costs

approximately $350 per apartment

installed. It is activated when a

resident pulls on a wall-mounted cord

located in the bedroom or bathroom.

Once pulled, an annunciator panel

indicator light within the facility is

activated, showing which room needs

assistance. But, with this system, staff

and residents can't communicate

directly and the resident must be able

to get to the wall unit to signal for

help. Pull-cords can be costly to

maintain because problems (wire

shorts, chafing) can occur anywhere

along the wiring and troubleshooting

is often expensive because wiring is in

the walls and above the ceilings.

Finally, any facility using this system

must designate a staff member to

monitor the annunciator panel, which

limits staff mobility and interaction

with residents.

PULL-CORD WITH VOICE

OPTION

This system allows residents and

staff to communicate verbally in an

emergency situation. After a resident

pulls a cord, a tone emits from the

central panel to signal the staffer that

help is needed. The staffer and

resident can talk, but only one-at-a-

time. This wired system offers a

slight improvement over a traditional

pull-cord, but maintenance is still

difficult and costly due to wire

degradation. Power loss issues must

be addressed during the design to

assure that residents at further ends

of the facility can be heard as clearly

as those close to the annunciator

panel.

NURSE CALL SYSTEMS

Designed for hospitals and later

used in nursing homes, nurse call

systems are a more sophisticated

version of a pull-cord system. Today

they are used in assisted living

facilities and they feature a pull-cord

along with intercom speaker capabil-

ity. When a resident uses the

pull-cord, staff members are alerted to

the call via an annunciator panel or a

monitor that displays caller informa-

tion. This sophisticated system

requires a dedicated wiring system and

can provide valuable operations

reports.

Because nurse call systems were

designed for hospital applications,

adapting them to assisted living

facilities means that the facility does

not receive a system tailored to its

needs. At a cost of $400 to $1,400 per

apartment, using a nurse call system

outside of a hospital setting makes a

less acute facility pay for services it

often can't use (nurse presence, code

blue, etc.) Like any other wire-based

system, repair and expansion are

problematic.
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Lifeline Senior Living Systems recently unveiled its innovative "Cut the Cord" Campaign aimed at

assisted living care facilities.

PHONE-BASED SYSTEMS

Phone-based emergency-call

systems cake emergency communica-

tion to a higher level. In contrast to

pull-cord systems, telephone systems

don't require additional wiring and

can be installed as easily as plugging

in a phone. What's more, money is

saved by combining an emergency

call system and a phone in one unit.

If an older pull-cord system already

exists, just leave it in the wall. The

wires don't have to be removed.

Phone-based systems are both less

expensive and easier to maintain than

pull-cord systems because they use

standard phone wiring that is already

regularly maintained.

There are many different types

of phone-based systems on the

market. For some, residents must

knock receivers off of the phone base

in order to summon help. Function-

ally similar to pull-cord systems,

residents can only communicate with

staff if they are near a phone.

In recent years, a few companies

have taken telephone-based systems

one step further and created com-

plete emergency call systems that

overcome the fixed location pull-cord

problem and provide residents with a

range ot enhanced services. In

addition to receiving a phone with

full features that doubles as an

emergency call device, residents also

wear an emergency call button at all

times. This button is styled to

resemble a necklace or wristwatch.

For approximately $550 per apart-

ment (no installation required),

residents have increased mobility and

never worry about being too far from

a phone to summon help. This

translates to financial benefits tor the

facility, quicker response time,

decreased liability (since response

time is faster), fewer hospitalizations

and/or faster recovery from accidents

or medical problems.

Increasingly, assisted living

facility residents seek a warm, home-

like environment; similar to the one

they have left behind. With the rise

of retirement communities linked to

on-site nursing homes, tech-sawy

residents in their sixties want

comfort combined with the latest

conveniences. Portable call buttons

are also ideal for a group of active

seniors who want the added protec-

tion of on-call emergency services

when exercising or swimming alone

or living with a chronic health

condition.

Personalized phone features that

are available through some telephone

systems may be attractive. Built-in

voice features allow visually impaired

residents easy access to phones. With

the same voice capability, residents

(or their relatives) can program

reminders into their phones for a

personal touch ("take medicine at

3:00 P.M.," "Granddaughter's

birthday parry on Saturday after-

noon"). A new feature will even cut

off a resident's computer modem at

the first touch of her emergency

button. All ol these enhancements

encourage seniors to stay mobile and

active and can be used as marketing

tools to make a facility "top-of-the-

line."

So, research emergency systems

before you design your next assisted

living facility. Knowing the latest

offerings could make the difference

between sealing a deal and being left

behind.

DonaldA. Arthurs is Lifeline

Systems' Director ofMarketingfor

Senior Living Systems in Framingham,

Mass. www. lifelinesys. cotn
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New Products

BRAILLE TILES LOOK
LIKE ARTWORK

Designer Dennis Lin has

merged language and decor in a

collection of tiles, each of which

captures a character ot the Braille

alphabet. Proverbs, phrases and

single words come to life as beauti-

ful tile installations. Each 6" by

12" character can be mounted on

any surface using the enclosed

mounting hardware. Each tile is

made from cast polymer and

finished with a gel coat surface.

They are suitable for indoor and

outdoor use.

Dennis Lin lives and works in

Toronto, Canada. For information

about pricing and availability, or to

request samples or images, contact

Klinik at braille@openklinik.com

or call (416) 703-5978.

PULSAR® ESTIMATING
SOFTWARE UPDATED

PULSAR® Construction Cost

Estimating Software containing the

2002 R.S. Means Cost Data is now

available from Construction

Estimating Systems, Inc. The

PULSAR Estimating Software is

widely used by military bases and

government agencies nationwide

using Job Order Contracting

(JOC) and Simplified Acquisition

of Base Engineering Requirements

(SABER) methodologies for

construction bid delivery. The

florida I Caribbean ARCHITECT
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Are you aware of all the member benefits

available through the AIA Trust?

Visit us on the web at:

www.thealatrust.com

Sponsored by

PAIA Trust Member Insurance &
Financial Program

AiA Trust - For Every Risk You Take

About these Products/Services Register Contact Us
I

Back to Main Site

Healthcare Insurance -m ®
What You Should
Know

Evaluate Your
Benefits

Download
Insurance Forms

More Products
& Services

Business
Insurance

Retirement
Program

Professional
Liability Insurance

Auto & Home
Insurance

Healthcare Insurance ^m Overhead Expense
High Deductible Catastrophic
Plan - MSA Qualified

A group plan helps you qualify

for some of the best coverage

available. Do you know what

your medical benefits are? Do
you know how to make sure

you take the best advantage

of your coverage?

)A

Learn more
about the

coverage available to you.

AIA Trust Business
Overhead Expense Plan

If you can't work because of

an illness or injury, how will

you pay the rent or mortgage,

utilities, salanes. and other

business expenses? With a

Business Overhead Expense
Plan

Learn more

about the

coverage available to you.

m
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Ideal Learning Environment

Source: National study by Beth Schapiro & Associates and

the IIDA Foundation

• 92% of teachers believe design has strong impact on

students' learning & achievement

• 79% of teachers beHeve school design is important

for student attendance

• 69% prefer carpet or a carpet & smooth surface

combination

Contact: The Carpet & Rug Institute, 800.882.8846

www.carpet-school.com

arch pro faffing by design...

ARCHITECtS.INIERlOe I DESIGNERS. ENGINEERS
I
CAD. DRAFTERS

Architecls believe in Creative
Learn how creative thinking has made us successful for more than 26
years. Call Tom Fronce today for more information.

Systems

entation
nvironments

Computer Classrooms

Network Operations

Distance Learning
Facilities

Military Briefing r^
Rooms Z\

Conference Rooms

Commission Chambers

Videoconferencing
Fadlities

Training Rooms

Auditoriums

= Audio Visual
Innovations

Your Source For Being Seen ,\nd Heard.

(800) 282-6733

Tampa • Jacksonville • Orlando

South Florida • Tallahassee

www.aviinc.com
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Participating advertisers are given a four digit code (located in this index). To access

additional information about an advertisers products or services, you only need to

dial 410-252-9595 from your fax machine, listen to the voice prompts and —
PRESTO— you will receive the desired information.

m PAVARINI
Construction Manager/General Contractor

Pavarinj Construction Co. Salutes
Swire Properties' Vision for

Brickell Key, Miami

Courts Brickell Key

^



streamline for efficiency.

AIA Contract Documents speed up your contracting process and help reduce the possibility of

lawsuits. You save time, money, and worry. Get the contracts that make the best business sense,

available for just about every type of building and project delivery method.

GET YOUR CONTRACTS UP TO SPEED

Find the Distributor with Documents to boost your productivity. For auto-

matic updates on Document changes as they occur, be sure to

''^
ask about the Document Supplement Service. Contact your

local distributor or call 800-365-2724 now.

AIA CONTRACT DOCUMENTS.
You can move ahead with them.

AIA Florida

850.222.7590

AIA Contract Documents are a product of The American Institute of Architects.

Serving Florida and

-m:. t954) 522-065
^^^^

'Email:mm^

. Since 194,

^954) 522-3299

fjwork, coin- -*-'

A
CADD
CEtrnmf. of n orida

Need AIA Learning Units?

CADD Centers of Florida is an

authorized AIA Training Facility

offering classes in

AutoCAD,
Architectural Desktop,

and 3D Studio \1Z.

We also offer sales, service and

support for your software and

hardware needs.

Call 800-222-4889 or visit

www.caddfla.com

autodeskvES
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Participating advertisers are given

a four digit code, located in tlie index

of tliis magazine. To access additional

information about an advertisers products

or services, dial 410-252-9595 from your fax

machine, listen to the voice prompts and,

PRESTO!! you will receive your information.

FAX-ON-DEMAND

Sto EIFS Products

Customer Architectural Foam Shapes
Plastic Components PVC Accessories
Windlock EIFS Tools & Accessories

1221 NE 9TH AVENUE, FORT LAUDERDALE, FLORIDA 33304
TEL: (954) 522-6565 FAX: (954) 522-6967

EMAIL: FOAMIDEAS@mail,com

WEB ADDRESS: WWWFOAM.CC

TOLL FREE: (888) 680-FOAM (3626)

Digital Drafting Systems, Inc
WWW.DDSCAD.COM

IMPLEMENTATIONtfmntiiiJNMJJiininimiHTW

CAOSoftwnre Need help with AutoCAD?
Animation & Visualization ^^'"%

PI J.
s TO ^^ ",'* "" Authorized AIA Training Faciiijy. We offer

Networks

Interactive Pen Displays

%,S^ a wide varielty of courses and products from:

(lin|iMn<Mr S,>rtfl«lesk gBtNmT discreet C?I rygin

Tel: (305) 445-6480 • Fax: (305) 445-6526 • 1 1 1 Ponce de Leon Blvd, Coral Gables, fL 331 34 • Website: www.ddscod.com

To AdvertiseCal

1-800-322-3448

ext. 125

$$$$$$$

The devastating force of a hurricane is difficuh to comprehend without witnessing it in person. We con

measure the strength of its winds, count lost lives and calculate the value of property damage. But nothing

can measure the total effect a hurricane leoves on the lives of its unprepared survivors. Now you con

protect yourself and your priorities with Virocon's hurricane-resistant gloss products. We offer a variety

of gloss options that meet the stringent code requirements of south Florida and other coastal regions. All

of Virocon's hurricane-resistant gloss products hove passed the impact and cyclic wind pressure tests as

pari of a complete glazing system. When you install any of Virocon's hurricane-resistant glass options

with a suitable glazing system, the end result Is a complete window that preserves and protects.

Coll 1800.S33.2080 to learn more about hurricane-resistant glass.

Protect Your Priorities
glass

VIRACON

mm^JtH^^i

W^^^0^. -? Owofonno, Minnesofo • 507,451.9555 • 800.533.2080 (Toll Free) • E-Moil: glass@virocon.com • www.virocon.com
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For more information, call the 24-hour message
center, 404-362-3986, or visit www.dricon.com.

B VCWfF PnxluCU

The Alternative Hardwood Flooring

Our beautiful wood species are selectively harvested from

the bamboo forests of Southern China, the western regions

of Africa, the tropical areas of Northern Brazil, and the

Northern Appalachian /fountains of our homeland.

Visit us on the web : www.forestaccents.com

or call us directly at 1 -866-4-ACCENTS

** WE EXPORT ** FULL SERVICE ** TRY USU "

Forest Accents

6950 Phillips Highway / #37

Jacksonville, FL 32216

The Insid

Story
Solar Reflective Glass Block

The metal oxide coating is INSIDE the glass which eliminates

problems currently experienced with outside-coated glass

block, along with superior sun-blocking performance!

For more information, contact:

Glass Masonry Inc. • 1235 Commons Court

Clermont, Fl 34711
Phone: (800) 940-4527 • Fax: (352) 243-045

www.glassmasonry.com
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nsanitas
BRAND WALLCOVERING

Portofino Coral Wyoming Kabuki

Call our Wallcoverings Division

to request your NEW Sanitas' 54 samples

1.800.635.0038 ext. 31 43

Available at ^^^^^

i^URON. '^^^^^^^^^^ Jim Russell

FVUNTS&WALLjCOVERINGS 1,800.72DURON ext. 5438

Florida Wallcovering Representative

10891-AM1



GENESIS STUDIOS, INC.
FING ARCHITGCTURAL RGNDGRINGS

PROJGCT
WATSON ISLAND

CLIENT
FLAGSTONE PROPERTIES

CONCePT ARCHITGCT
ERIC R. KUHNE & ASSOC
LONDON a NEW YORK

ARCHIT6CTS & ENGINEERS
SPILLIS CANDELA DMJM
CORAL GABLES. FL

MEDIUMS OFFERED
•PEN & INK WITH
WATERCOLOR
-PHOTOREALISTIC
OPAOUE
SCALE MODELS
•WATERCOLOR
AIRBRUSH
•DIGITAL

*# A -•

^^..A

ii^-imf&\

3rr

225 SOUTH SWOOPG AVENUE MAITLAND, FLORIDA 32751 PHONG W07)539.2606
WWW.GENESISSTUDI05.COM INFO@GENESISSTUDIOS.COM
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We'll change the way you think about

Insulation
Rising energy costs. Noise pollution.

Allergies, asthma, and mold.

Architects today face problems that weren't even issues when conventional

insulation products were developed. It's reassuring to know that Icynene® is a

superior insulation system that protects buildings like no other insulation can.

When sprayed into walls, ceilings, floors and basements, Icynene® softly expands

to form a protective barrier. Harmful outside air -including pollutants

and noise- stays out. Healthy inside air stays in,

ensuring a healthier, quieter, more energy efficient structure.

It's the superior insulation system for today's buildings.

The Icynene Insulation System
Healthier, Quieter, More Energy Efficient™

Contact your local licensed Icynene' dealer or visit icynene.com

For superior insulated

residential and

commercial

buildings,

specify The Icynene

Insulation System®

• It's environmentally

friendly - non-toxic,

formaldehyde free, and

odorless

• Contributes to a

; mold-free environment

i,dds value to the

buildings you design by

reducing energy costs

by up to 50%, enhancing

sound proofing and

improving air quality

Effectively insulates

all types of construction

Simplifies the job of

insulating complicated

designs and framing

details

' Call us for a FREE

copy of The Icynene

Architect's Tool Kit.

A valuable design

resource for the project

team (1-800-758-7325)

Ocala Tallahassee Debary Sarasota Lake City Gainesville Orlando

Advantage Allweather Custom Design Florida Foam Insealation of Stanford Insealators of

Insulation, Inc. Insulation Inc. Insulation Inc. Fit Insulators North Florida Construction Orlando, Inc.

352.291.0022 850.942.5557 386.668.5004 Inc. 904.752.2830 352.332.9593 321.228.4553

941.355.2626

Orlando Lake Worth Odessa Bonita Springs Jacksonville Jupiter

Ultimate Insulation Jensen Polar Spray Rice Insulation Seal-All (West Palm Beach)

of Central Florida, Insulation Inc. Foam Corp. & Class Insulation Insulseal Systems

Inc. 561.642.8070 813.920.7693 941.495.0344 904.745.1710 Inc.

407.654.4651 561.758.6769

to be

an AIA Continuing

Education Provider.

Visit icynene.com for

more

information

about our



Are You Ready For
The Coming Storm?

How To Meet The New
Florida Building Code

Requirements.

With Less Effort

Florida's new building code will require

design pressures to be specified for each

opening in a residential structure. PCT

can help you meet this requirement with

ease. Our Architect CD provides the

specifications you need for the complete

line of PCT® WinCuard™ Impact-Resistant

Windows and Doors, as well as our

other window and door products. The

WinCuard line is custom-made, giving

you outstanding design flexibility with

products that meet Florida building codes.

sS
5fci^̂S6

Call us toll-free for an Architect

k CD, code brochure, video

^ and our AIA/CES schedule

'"!'
of seminars.

1-877-WINGUARD

';" tj

Ik

I

©2001. PGT Industries,

Effortless Hurricane Protection

pgT WinGuard
IMPACT-RESISTANT WINDOWS &^OORS_

Visibly Better.^"
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MONTHS OF CONSULTING. LAYERS OF SHOP
DRAWINGS. HUNDREDS OF DIFFERENT WINDOWS,
Nowadays, that's what it takes to help make something look natural.

Designed to mediate between the urban and

the natural, this nature center brings the look

and feel of a forest to its inner-city

surroundings.

That's no small feat,

considering one of the

project's major design

challenges was

transferring wind loads

from the extensively

overhung roof system

to cedar columns without deflecting and

breaking glazing. To solve it, the Pella

Commercial team worked with the architect

to develop a thermally broken weeping

mullion framing system that supports

required spans while maintaining the center's

naturalistic imagery.

This is just an example J^

of the support you

can count on Pella

to provide — be

it providing shop

drawings or simply

continuing contact and

support. From conception through

installation, Pella Commercial representatives

will work with you to ensure that you meet

your technical and design challenges.

CMyour representittivf nt 1 -800-999-4868 to see what

kind ofinnovative iolut'wns Pella has for your next design.

COMMERCIAL
DIVISION

©2001 Pelb Cofporation



U. OF FLA. LIBRARIES

Caradco Impact Resistant Glass
Get the best of protection from the worst of all elements

Caradco windows and patio doors with impact resistant glass are:

SAFE. Tested and approved to meet South Florida impact requirements,

NO. 96to including projectile impact.

SECURE. This means additional security against unwanted intruders.

BEAUTIFUL. The design possibilities are endless. From traditional to contemporary,

in a wide range of styles and options.

^

For more information contact;

Millwork Sales, Inc.

3005 Mercy Drive

Orlando, FL 32808

(888) 604-7979

Millwork Sales, Inc.

3250 Park Central Blvd. North

Pompano Beach, FL 33064

(888) 75I-2474'

CMS International Export, Inc.

5780 NW 72nd Avenue

Miami, FL 33166

(305) 594-9877

0^

i\

Caradco.
Pan of the JELD-WEN^ faimty

www.caradco.com.

^
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IMPACT RESISTANT
WINDOW AND DOOR
SYSTEMS

TRACO Shutterless

Impact Window and

Door Systems are

specifically designed to

meet strict building

codes and the toughest

coastal weather chal-

lenges. TRACO products

are tested to resist small

hurricane force wind

loads up to 200 mph.
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there are few
limits

wha'
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lifeOguard
^m^^ Br WEATHER SHIELD

If you think the new building codes are tough, you're right But new LifeGuard"" windows and

doors from Weather Shield® are even tougher They're certified to withstand winds up to

1 50 mph' with a combination of strength and beauty that no other impact resistant products

can offer New LifeGuard windows and doors are available in a multitude of sizes. With styles,

shapes, colors and options to complement any home, they're engineered to blow you away

To learn more, call I -800-477-6808 ext. 1 398 or visit www.weathershield.com.
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Sanitas'
BRAND WALLCOVERING

Portofino Coral Wyoming Kabuki

Call our Wallcoverings Division

to request your NEW Sanitas® 54 samples

Available at

1.800.635.0038 ext.3143

durori' Jim Russell

FVUNTS&WALLjCOVERINGS
1.800.72DURON ext. 5438

Florida Wallcovering Representative

10891-A8/01
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In March, each member ofAIA Florida received a Magazine Survey via the Friday

Fax. Forry-four members responded. The intent of the survey was "to evaluate the

value and substance of the Florida/Caribbean Architect magazine." Forty-four

responses only represents two percent of the total membership so the information the

survey produced may not be representative of the majority view. However, it's all I

have to go on, so in a nutshell, here is what 1 learned.

Only 26 ot the respondents have ever submitted material for publication. Why
not? Most said their projects were not suitable for publication. I wonder about this.

Not suitable in what way? Through the years, I have published every type of project

from doghouses to tool sheds and bus covers. Since I would hope the respondents are

not referring to quality, I can only assume the projects are unsuitable in terms of the

available visual representation, i.e., photos and other graphics. On this point, I would
like to clarify something. It's true that the quality of the photography submitted is a

determinant of what is selected for publication. Snapshots, Polaroids, blurry photos,

etc. make bad layouts and lower the qualin' of the magazine. Now, however, 1 am
accepting electronic images via email or on CD or disk which should make things

easier for everyone. Professional 4x5 transparencies are ever the best in terms of quality

reproductions, or slides, but there are alternatives.

I am aware of the fact that the magazine has a regular following in terms of those

firms and practitioners who regularly submit work for publication. It distresses me that

there are so many ofyou I have never heard from. As I travel around the state, 1 see

many new buildings that I would be interested in publishing but have had no informa-

tion about. Press releases are a good source of info, but only if they are accompanied by a

photo or drawing. Again, only a small percentage ofyou are getting the word out about

your work via press releases. Too bad because you are your own best spokesperson!

Generally, the responses were positive and the criticisms were mild. Several

members indicated that the magazine should be bigger and issued more often. Frankly,

that suggestion makes me happy and maybe we can accomplish it sometime soon. Other

people objected to the placement and number of ads or that we run ads at all. On the

plus side, everyone responded in pretry much the same way to the question, "What do

you like most about the magazine?" This produced responses about the beautiful

photography, the regional qualiry of the work, and, I'm happy to say, the editorials.

Of great interest to me was the number of respondents who mentioned that they

would like to see more articles about art and architecture and specifically, public art

programs. Travel and technical articles were also referenced, so I'll take this opportunity

to solicit these pieces from you, the reader. But, the top responses to "what do you want

to see in the magazine?" were articles about 1 ) architecture and 2) interior design.

One good suggestion related to the Work-in-Progress section in the front of each

issue. The suggestion was to publish only photos of the work with identifying

captions, but no copy. This would permit more projects to be published in the space

allocated. This is a good idea and I will begin immediately to implement it.

"Who should receive the magazine?" produced similar responses from everyone.

Clients, potential clients, government officials, libraries, and contractors... basically

anyone who buys architecture or uses the services of an architect should get the

magazine. Some of these categories are already being targeted and others will be

added. Some we cannot address. In the private sector, only you know who your clients

or potential clients are. Upon request, we will provide you with extra copies of the

magazine to send to those people or you can always order reprints. Or you can buv

subscriptions for clients.

In conclusion, I want to reiterate a few important things. Submit, submit,

submit! I want to see feature material and work-in-progress. Send photos, transparen-

cies or electronic images. No project is too small. Send technical articles, real experi-

ences, travel articles, anything of interest to other architects.

I look forward to hearing from you.

florida I Caribbean ARCHITECT
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I chose my insuranc

agent for the sam

I
reason my clientf

choose me: experience

Experience is the DPIC

difference.

Combine DPIC's 30 years of

dedication to the architect,

engineer and environmental mar-

ket with the expertise of our

local brokers, and you get the

benefit of the industry's most

qualified professional liability

experts.

From ongoing education in

how to manage risk to new

ideas in practice management and

smarter dispute resolution that

protects your interest, we'll help

you realize a better return on your

firm's insurance investment.

Contact us today for more

information.

nPTP
A DIFFERENCE THAT DELIVERS



President's Message / Enrique A. Woodrojfe, FAIA

"Design - Design" was the theme at the 2002 AIA National Convention

in Charlotte, North Carolina. "Design - Design" emphasized and reinforced

the architect's responsibiUty for providing services promoting good design to

clients. As noted by the convention's keynote speakers, "Ustening to the

cHent in order to dehver good design is a key element in an architectural

practice."' Tom Peters, a national management consultant, talked about

globalization, technology and the need to recognize that we must expand

our horizons and include proper management and service that reflect

changes in business and delivery systems. Hugh McColl, former CEO of

Bank of America, discussed translating a client's needs into reality by finding

and providing creative solutions through responsive service which ultimately

meets the need for good design. AIA National President Gordon H. Chaog,

FAIA, noted that September 1 1 changed the way we see our world and how

new challenges will include the creative talents of architects in addressing

such issues as security, safety, technology and relevant design services to

clients.

"Reaching Beyond Our Borders" is the theme of this year's FA/AIA state

convention to be held in Miami, August 7-10, 2002. It recognizes that

Florida is a gateway to the Americas, with many untapped opportunities.

Speakers will address issues from liveable communities to international

trade. Florida's economy thrives on diversity and is fast becoming a global

economy with an impact not only in Central and South America, but in

other parts of the world as well. Business and public sector trade missions

are encouraging and promoting partnerships with other countries that

benefit Florida's economy and the built environment.

In an effort to promote "reaching beyond our borders" while enjoying

the company of our fellow Caribbean architects, members of the AIA

Florida/Caribbean region have planned a pre-convention tour (with CEU

credits) to San Juan, Puerto Rico from Saturday, August 3 through Tuesday,

August 6. This great opportunity has been planned by the Puerto Rico

Chapter to help expand our borders.

As President-elect Bill Bishop, AIA, and I travel the state visiting

chapters, we see a commitment by architects to continually improve their

communities. As an association of over 2,000 members, we must use our

influence to make a difference. Please make plans to attend the FA/AIA state

convention in Miami, as well as the pre-convention trip to Puerto Rico.

Your association is working to continually improve your education and

opportunities. Be a part of the process.

florida I Caribbean ARCHITECT
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Work-in-Progress

The new main library

for the City of Clearwater

will be 90,000 square feet

including a cafe, gift shop,

children's area, teen area,

adult services and flexible

meeting room space. The

building, which was

designed by Robert

A.M.Stern in association

with Harvard Jolly Clees

Toppe Architects, will cost

an estimated $14.3

million. It is currently in

design phase and

scheduled for completion

in 2003.
The neiv Clearwater Libraij designed by Robert A.M. Stern in association with HarvardJolly Clees Toppe

Architects.

Slattery and Associ-

ates Architects Planners have

designed the Pine Ridge Commons

Office Center in Naples, Florida. The

39,000-square-foot, three-story execu-

tive office center contains executive

suites with full corporate support fa-

cilities including conference rooms

and teleconferencing facilities. The

project is due for completion in sum-

mer 2002.

retail, restaurant and luxury high-rise

residential space. The project includes

55 Miracle Mile, a four-story retail/

restaurant and office complex and

One Aragon, a 15-story retail, park-

ing and luxury residential rental

building. The two buildings will be

connected at ground level by a Euro-

pean-styled pedestrian street that will

function as a space for outdoor din-

ing and gathering.

tional Airport. The design of the

67,288-square-foot project will be led

by Thomas K. Rensing, AIA.

Dorsky Hodgson + Partners

(DH+P) has been named Architect of

Record for a $57 million mixed-use

development that will revitalize the

eastern gateway to Coral Gables famed

"Miracle Mile." The Mediterranean-

style, two-building complex will

include 309,000 square feet of office.

The team ofThe Auchter Com-

pany, Steinemann & Company and

KBJ Architects Inc. was selected by

the Jacksonville Airport Authority to

design and construct the new $6.8

million Administration Building at

the entrance to Jacksonville Interna-

Schwab, Twitty & Hanser Archi-

tects (STH) is designing the world

headquarters for Arthrex, Inc. The

company develops and markets prod-

ucts for arthroscopic and

minimally-invasive orthopedic surgi-

cal procedures and provides

educational services for orthopedic

surgeons. Arthrex will consolidate all

of its functions in the new 130,000-

square-foot facility to be located at

Creekside Commerce office park

north ofdowntown Naples. The two-

story, U-shaped complex will include

class-A office space and warehouses.

10 florida I Caribbean ARCHITECT
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Many offices overlook central court-

yard with water features and

landscaping while the building skin

reflects the high-tech nature of the

company. Construction of the $17

million facility begins in spring 2002.

project, will continue to own the

building upon its completion in

spring 2002.

tection (AT/FP) standards.

Flad & Associates is designing

the $18 million, four-story medical

office building at Mease Countryside

Hospital in Safety Harbor, Florida.

The 145,000-square-foot building

will enlarge the fastest growing hos-

pital in Pinellas County. It will be

occupied by the hospital, as well as

several private physician groups. The

Graham Group, the developer oi the

VOA Associates, Inc. is provid-

ing full architectural/engineering

services for the new Marine Corps

Training Center in Lafayette, Louisi-

ana. VOA is partnering with Gibbs

Construction of New Orleans on the

design-build contract for the 34,000-

square-foot facility. The new facility

will be one of the first Naval Reserve

buildings to incorporate blast hard-

ened construction and stringent

standoff requirements based on the

new DoD Anti-Terrorism/Force Pro-

The University of Florida has se-

lected CBB Architects to design a

state-of-the-art bookstore, visitor cen-

ter and monumental entrance to its

Gainesville campus. Construction has

already begun on the $15 million

project that is being built in tour stages

so that design and construction can

overlap. The monumental entrance,

which will serve as the University's

new "front door," features a multi-

story atrium with information desk

and access to the bookstore and visi-

tor center. Completion is slated for

spring 2003.

CBB Architects' design for the bookstore and visitor center at the University of Florida.

Schwab, Twitty ^ Hanser Architects' design for the new world headquartersfor Arthrex. Inc. in Naples, Florida

flondti I cmhbeari ARCHITECT
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The Robert G. Currie Piirtnersl>ip. diihitciti amipLiuiun ni Ih.i.i] Hi.uh, ;j /•niiulmi^ iLs!0]i aiut ,it\'n:ti\iu>\il tcrvicesjor renovation and additioyi

to theJupiter Theatre, formerly known as the Burt Reynolds Dinner Theatre. The project will have a dramatically redesignedfacade, the addition of

balcony seating, and a new Studio Theatrefor children's productions.

News

ADD Inc Architecture Interi-

ors Planning, with offices in Miami,

Cambridge and San Francisco, has

contributed $3,000 to Florida Inter-

national University's (FIU) School

of Architecture Lecture Series Pro-

gram. FIU's Lecture Series

encompasses all areas of design and

has been active for the past 20 years.

The lectures are directed to both the

University and the general public

which they benefit by bringing pres-

tigious architects and designers from

all regions of the USA, Europe, the

Caribbean and Latin America. ADD
Inc has donated a total of $30,000

to charities and institutions, includ-

ing gifts to one design school in each

city where the firm has an office.

Urban Studio Architects, Inc.

is the recipient of the local 2001

TOBY Building of the Year Award

for Huntington Plaza. The award is

presented by the Greater Tampa Bay

Building Owners and Managers

Association (BOMA). The award

recognizes the top building in the

category of less than 100,000 square

feet. Huntington Plaza has been a

repeat winner for the past three

years.

Wessel Associates AIA, a full-

service architectural firm, has been

awarded the 200 1 Gold Award at the

Gold Coast Builders Association

Prism Awards for new homes over

$750,000. Wessel Associates is a di-

vision of Peacock + Lewis Architects

and Planners, Inc.

12 florida I Caribbean ARCHITECT
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Florida's #1

Insurance/Bond Agency
Specializing in Design

Professionals/Contractors

A Design Professional Needs

An Insurance/Bond Broker Who:

• Specializes in professional liability services to engineers and architects.

• Understands, professional practice and becomes a valued member of the

firm's management team.

• Supports your Professional Society Scholarship programs.

• Offers contract review, negotiation assistance, in-house seminars and

unique loss prevention publications.

• Is creative and aggressive in pursuing competitive insurance programs and

can dehver risk management counsel and advice independent of

obligations to any particular insurance company.

• Understands and deals with issues relating to the procurement of any and

all bonding requirements by design/build professionals.

A Design Professional Needs

an a/e ProNet Member/Bond Broker

a/e ProNet is a national association of independent insurance professionals

specializing in professional liability insurance and risk management services

for engineers and architects.

CoUinsworth, Alter, Nielson

Fowler & Bowling, Inc.

Your Design/Build Insurance

Specialist in Florida is:

W. Meade CoUinsworth

CPCU, ARM, AIM, AAI
&

Your Design/Build Bond
Specialist in Florida is:

Charles J. Nielson

5979 N.W. 151'' St. #105, Miami Lakes, PL 33014

P.O. Box 9315, Miami, FL 33014-9315

Dade (305) 822-7800

Broward (954) 463-8601

Toll Free (800) 822-9303

The only ^e ProNet member in Florida

I 1 o r i d a ' s S o ii t h \\ c ^ t < ,
'
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Exceptional

Meetings in an
Exceptional Location

stay close to home while enjoying

every advantage at this premier

meeting destination - an enchanting

Four-Diamond beachfront retreat

thai s conveniently located on

Florida s magnificent Gidf Coast

• Flexible meeting space for up to 160

• Private, white sand beach

• Luxur)' suites with private balconies

• 4'5 holes of championship golf

• 38 Har-Tru tennis courts

• Fitness Centre with massage therapy

• 4 restaurants and lounges

Impeccable staff that meets every need

Prestigious clients share a feeling of

confidence, accomplishment and

comfortable elegance ivhen meeting at

Vie Resort at Longboat Key' Club.

THE » E S » T AT
LONGBOAT-KEY-QLUB

Meeting Information

1-800-237-8821
www.longboatkeyclub.com

Direct 941-387-1606 • Fax 941-387-1617

301 Gulf of Mexico Drive

Longboat Key, FL 34228

florida I Caribbean ARCHITECT
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BRPH Companies melbourne, florida

JDS Uniphase Industrial Assembly and Office Building, Melbourne, Florida

Challenging site condi-

tions and a client imperative

that the facility must be highly

flexible and efficient created

an industrial building that has

been twice cited for design

excellence. The client's de-

mand for a world-class

production facility combined

with innovative office areas

produced a two-story building

that reflects the clients high

tech business. Functional

spaces had to satisfy the goal

of promoting employee

interaction as well as be

efficient and cost-effective.

Site conditions required the

architects to reroute a major

drainage canal and construct a

portable bridge over a brittle

40-year-old old city water

main. Since the project had to

be designed around an aban-

doned city landfill, the site

required subsurface explora-

tion for possible

contamination.

The first phase of con-

struction of the JDS Uniphase

Building houses the company's

industrial functions including

assembly of fiber optic trans-

mitters and receivers for the

telecommunications industry.

Second floor offices are for

order taking, shipping, pur-

chasing and support services.

Photos, Top: South elevation showing main entrance with entry canopy; Above: Northeast side of

buiUingfacing the canal. Facing page. Top: Lobby stair, handrails, lighting andfitmiture echo the

high tech product that is produced in the building; Middle: Typical secondfloor office units can be

easily rearranged as necessary. Allphotos by Raymond Martinet; Bottom: Firstfloor plati courtesy of

the architect.

14 flonda I Caribbean ARCHITECT
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A second, slightly larger building,

will be added to the complex

within two years.

Phase I is a two-story building

comprised of a simple steel frame

grid with masonry core elements,

exterior stud walls clad in metal

and a membrane roofing system.

The streamlined geometry and

metallic finishes produced a simple

structure with a high-tech aesthetic

that reflects the industrial function

of the building. Metal louvers,

overhangs, translucent entry

canopies and aluminum scuppers

contribute to the aesthetics while

providing important environmental

benefits. A water feature at the

main entrance extends into the

building and combined with the

extensive use of glass, brings the

outside in.

Addressing the imperative that

the internal workspace be highly

flexible, the architects provided an

assembly area with work cells that

can easily rearranged as necessary.

Electric power, compressed air and

data communications are all sup-

Project Credits: Architecture, Structural, Civil,

Mechanical and Electrical Engineering, BRPH
Architects Engineers, Inc., Randall E. Thron, AIA,

Principal-in-Charge; Brian E. Curtin, PE, Project

Manager; William I. Kesterson, AIA, Project

Architect; Ed Haeck, RLA, Landscape Architect;

Biological Consulting Services, Environmental

Assessment; Image Technical Services, Inc., Audio-

Visual Consultant; Suitt Construction Company,

Contractor.

plied from ceiling systems that

incorporate current technology.

Once the company's product has

been assembled, ESD flooring

protects it from harmful electrostatic

damage. Operational economy was

achieved with additional wall and

roof insulation, tinted, shaded and

insulated glazing.

Phase 1 of the JDS Uniphase

project encloses 105,000 square

feet of space at a total cost of

$12,500,000.

Lobby

Labs

Meeting areas: Gv", Conference, Break n

Planter

Shipping recerving / Core elements

First Floor Plan Cj
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FleischmanGarcia Architects tampa, florida

Centro Ybor Parking Garage, Tampa, Florida

The Ybor City Historic

District in Tampa was listed on

the National Register of

Historic Places in 1975 and has

long been recognized for its

cultural and architectural

importance. FleischmanGarcias

new parking garage is located

in the midst of this Latin-based

community which has under-

gone extensive revitalization

over the past 15 years. The

extreme challenge of the

project was to design a parking

structure, on one city block,

that could accommodate

1,200 cars and still relate to

the scale and detailing of the

surrounding buildings.

The architecture in the Ybor

City District consists mainly of

two-and-three-story brick com-

mercial buildings dating from

around the turn of the century.

The building volume required to

accommodate 1,200 cars initially

resulted in an imposing eight-story

structure that would have been out

of scale with the surrounding

buildings. In order to achieve a

more aesthetically-pleasing build-

ing, several design solutions were

implemented that enabled the

height and general massiveness of

the building to be reduced.

A portion of the ground floor

was constructed partially below

grade, minimizing the overall

height. The top, or transfer level,

occupied only the center portion

of a typical level plan, resulting in

a building that is effectively only

six stories. The facade on the three

lower levels emulates the materials

and detailing of the historic

buildings in the vicinity. Showcase

windows were strategically placed

at street level with displays sup-

plied by local merchants. This

gives the garage a nostalgic quality

reminiscent of commercial store-

Elevator towers alsofunction as clock towers on east and west corners ofthe building.

16 florida I Caribbean ARCHITECT
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fronts in the area. The upper

level facades are constructed of

pre-cast concrete set back from

the lower brick facade. This

was done to de-emphasize the

height and scale of the building

and to direct the viewer's

attention to the lower, more

aesthetically-pleasing facade.

Elevator towers that also

function as clock towers and

open metal stairs similar to

those used in the early 1900s

give the building the flavor of

the district. A flourishing

nightlife, particularly on the

weekends, means that the

garage will be used a lot at

night so safety and security

were heavily factored into its

design. The open stairways and

glass elevators expose circulation

to the street creating a user-

friendly facility. Since the buildin]

Loiver levelfacades emulate details ofhistoric buildings in the area.

can be seen from the distance, the

perimeter wall panels at the roof

blend with shapes commonly

found in surrounding buildings.

The garage not only satisfies its

functional requirements, but it

also embraces the character of the

neighborhood surrounding it.

„~j;^- »

=^

„zz. *

EAST-HEST SECTION

East-West section courtesy ofthe architect.

Project Credits: FleischmanGarcia Architects; Walter P. Moore & Associates, Structural Design and Parking Con-

sultants; Hunt Construction Group, General Contractor; City of Tampa, Owner.
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Bermiidez Delgado Diaz sanjuan, puerto rico

Rehabilitation of Museo de San Juan, San Juan, Puerto Rico

The objective of this rehabih-

tation was threefold, namely to

create an appropriate image for

the museum, to prepare one of its

halls for a permanent exhibit

depicting the history of the City

of San Juan and to prepare two

additional halls for temporary

exhibitions.

Built in 1853 as the Old San

Juan Marketplace and later

adapted to use as a museum, the

structure has undergone extensive

repair work and major improve-

ments have been made to the

lighting and mechanical systems.

The opening up of interior spaces

to accommodate all types of

exhibitions was a gesture that

heightened the sense of space and

emphasized the roof structure of

the building.

As in all responsible restora-

tions, it was of the utmost

importance to respect the original

personality of the building. The

architect avoided the imposition

of personal style preferences and

stressed the existing building

vocabulary using a bold color

scheme.

Project Credits: Eduardo

Bermiidez, AIA: Arch. Omayra

Medina; Hector Babilonia and

Associates, Mechanical Engi-

neer; Jose Espinal and

Associates, Structural Engineer;

Carlos J. Ortega and Associates,

Electrical Engineer; Edificadora,

General Contractor; Carimar,

Exhibition Designers.

Photos, top: Main entrance to Museo de Sanjuan with view into the courtyard; Above: Gallery

was designed as part ofthe museums rehabilitation to accommodate a permanent exhibition

showing the history ofthe City ofSan Juan. Photos by Max Toro.
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Alain Valdes tampa, florida

Tool Shed, Tampa, Florida

Alain Valdes, an intern with Gould Evans Associates in Tampa, is a 2000 graduate of the University of

Florida where he received a Master of Architecture degree. Behind the Tampa bungalow where he and his wife

live, Valdes designed and built a tool shed. His rather intriguing design tor what is normally a rather utilitarian

structure belies the small size ot the building. It is a mere 64 square feet. Constructed of unfinished cypress,

metal panels and acrylic inserts, the local point of the design is a metal door on an overhead track. The entire

cost of construction, less the designer's labor - $950.

ALiin VaUes' unfinished cypress tool shed is less a utility building than it beautifidly designedpiece ofarchitecture. Photo by Gary Smith.
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William Morgan Architects Jacksonville, florida

Lambertson House, Atlantic Beach, Florida

The Lambertson House is one ofsixty projects by William Morgan, FAIA. that will be published this summer in an Images' Master

Architect Series monograph entitled William Morgan: Selected and Current Works. Books in this series include the works ofSir Norman

Foster, Cesar Pelli, SOM, Murphy/Jahn and other internationally-recognized architects. The textfor the monograph, including the

description ofthe Lambertson House, below, was written by Robert McCarter, former Director ofthe University ofFlorida's School of

Architecture.

"Sited several hundred feet from the beach and closely surrounded by neighboring dwellings, this house develops

a complex play of volumes on the street side to the south, taking advantage of the generous sunlight and greater

privacy, forming a deeply shadowed and elegantly proportioned entry facade. At the right lower corner a vertical

recessed volume reaches from the ground at the carport to the setback dining room window above, matching the two-

story volume carved in the upper left corner, housing the porch and overlooked by the studio-bedroom at the top. A

central stair with walls of glass block rises through the house and culminates in a small observation deck recessed into

the roof with views above the surrounding forest. Ground floor children's bedrooms may be accessed directly from

the yard for bathers returning from the nearby beach. The second floor houses the porch, living room, kitchen and

dining room, all of which look out through the overlapping double-height volumes to the south. The third floor is L-

shaped in plan, the two bedrooms wrapping around the upper volume of the porch. The light and shaded views

provided by the south facade allow the other three elevations to have only small windows, maintaining a surprising

degree of privacy for the occupants." - Robert McCarter

View ofthe housefrom the southeast and interior vieiv outfrom the kitchen. Photop-aplts by George (.ott Chroma Inc.

Drawings, left to right: First, second, third floor andpenthousefloor pLins courtesy ofthe architect.
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RS&H (Reynolds, Smith and Hills, Inc.) Jacksonville, florida

ADT Account Service Center, Jacksonville, Florida

Computer modeling was

used to develop this state-of-

the-art call center for ADT.

The program required the

55,000-square-foot space to

accomodate a staff of 400

along with ancillary support

spaces and parking on a

suburban site. Design goals

included the creation of a

work environment that

recognizes the inward-focus of

call center operations while

providing sunlight and views

to the outside. As a result, the

building's major feature is its

light, airy and efficient open-

office work area.

The building was designed

from the inside out, beginning

with the needs of the indi-

vidual workstations. Long

span joists provided column-

free space for the layout of the

workstations. In the open

office area, employees are

organized into teams of 20

and the "team" became the

basic design module for the

space. Structural bays, ceiling

and lighting design followed

the same concept. Circulation

patterns divide the main room

into quadrants with adminis-

trative spaces at the front and

computer and technical

support spaces at the rear of

the building.

East elevation showing the steel and glass front entrance canopy which suggests the shape ofthe

interior ceilings. Four separate employee entrances pass through the courtyards under steel and glass

canopies.

As the plan evolved, the open

office call area was placed at the

center of the building flanked by

landscaped courtyards and ameni-

ties such as cafe/breakroom and

study/conference rooms. The

exterior courtyards provide a

buffer between parking lot and

work areas.

The building skin is primarily
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The Business of "Getting the Business'

Robert A. Koch

The marketing of architectural

services is a business within a

business. It requires education,

ejfort and attention. In a rapidly

expanding world where the Internet

and video phone conferencing are

routine, professional selection no

longer has territorial boundaries.

Practitioners no longer co?npetefor

jobs ivithin a 100-mile radius ofthe

office. Architecture is a global

business.

To compete in this expanded

market requires a world-class effort

that can, and should, be just as

effective with a one-man/woman

office as a 500-member firm.

Company size may be ofsome value,

but it isn't essential. Today's

technology allows any firm to

present an image of quality and

content. The difference lies in how

well an architect connects with a

potential client - how well they

identify with the client's needs and

values.

The process ofgetting the sale is

a dynamic one. It will become even

more so in the future. Ifarchitects

are to control their own destinies,

they must commit to engaging in

market effectiveness.

An architect's formal education

focuses on the technical and creative

aspects of the profession. The remain-

der of the designer's career is spent

seeidng the knowledge and skills

needed to survive and succeed in the

practice of architecture. Success in the

practice of architecture demands a

fundamental ability in business,

including sales and marketing,

accounting, policy making, human

resources management and entrepre-

neurial leadership.

Getting the Business

Getting selected as a designer

requires a multitude of skills that differ

from those needed to sell a solution.

The difference is that they focus on the

"promise, " not the deliverable. They

seek an investment in trust on the part

of the potential client. Dissecting the

mission of this objective, and looking

at its functional components, is the

first step in understanding how to

successfully market your firm. Gather

as much information about the client

and the project as possible and then

evaluate the project and set reasonable

goals. Promote the opportunity for

third party endorsements. Constantly

evolve. The market isn't static and

neither is your competition. Remem-

ber, the joy of a great design will be

yours only if you first GET THE JOB!

The best way to get selected is to

know about an opportunity before the

competition. Even in the public

sector, where selection processes occur

on a level playing field, advantages

flow to those who are ahead of the

curve. Networking is by far the best

tool. Private conversations sharing

non-competitive positions and

independent information are your

best sources. Networking is not only a

source of strategic information, but it

provides an early awareness that allows

for preemptive presentations directed

at the future before decisions are

made. Once you know about an

impending opportunity, you can

strengthen and refine the specifics by

learning about the project and who

will be making the decisions. Once

the grading system has been deter-

mined, your response can be groomed

to that standard.

Know the Client's Business

Too often design professionals

suffer from the Pre-Copernicus attitude

that "Architecture is the center of the

universe and all else revolves around

it." This false, if not arrogant attitude,

will doom you to failure.

To market effectively, architects

must understand one fundamental

truth - that the decisions they make

are part of and have an affect on, the

larger agenda. They must be able to

discuss the client's business and be

perceived as a peer and not as a

vendor. This requires learning about

the client's business, its dynamics, its

competitors and its vulnerabilities.

Specialize

Specialization in selected areas of

practice will promote the firm's rate of

growth and limit the amount of

research necessary for each project.

Multiple specialization may require

multiple marketers representing the
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company, but specializing allows the

long term creation of a regional

reputation. It also improves efficiency

and profitability. The more you

understand, the more decisive your

judgements become.

The Selection Package

Design professionals are selected

by many methods ranging from the

pragmatic policy-driven mechanisms

of most public sector work to the

"good old boy" system used in a tight

business click. The more the decision-

maker is accountable to others, the

more defensible his or her selection

must be.

If as the saying goes, "Selection is

winning the process of elimination,"

then one of the architect's main goals

should be avoiding the pitfalls that

result in rejection. Great emphasis

should be given to the response

package since it is the permanent

record of your candidacy for the

project. It must stand alone. Its

organization and content must clearly

oudine your response to the Request

for Proposal. Those items known to

be of concern in the evaluation

process should be given the most

"point gathering potential." When

possible, it should contain as much

third party endorsement as the

content permits.

"Collaterals" are essential to the

marketing process. Collaterals are not

just brochures or standard forms used

to document information in easily

comparable ways. They are, in fact,

every written, printed, published and

recorded resource used to advance

your cause. From a simple business

card to an on-line directory, the

impact of each piece should be

engineered to promote the image you

want to project. The various

collaterals should be inspired by a

clear vision of the company's goal and

executed in a manner that leaves little

chance for misunderstanding. From

paper selection to color, from logo to

company motto to corporate attire, all

collaterals should be integral parts of a

totally unified whole.

Promote the Opportunity for Third

Party Endorsement

To endorse yourself and your

work, your first instinct may be to

assemble letters of referral and

personal testimonies. These are

positive and valuable resources, but

they are not the best. At the top of the

list of valuable promotional aids are

speaking opportunities and publica-

tions in trade periodicals... or any

publication that offers general

information to the public. Gaining

exposure takes time and effort, but

when the opportunity presents itself

your material should be high quality,

thoughtfully prepared and thought

provoking.

Believe it or not, the media and

most organizations are hungry for

input. They welcome well-docu-

mented projects with good

photographs, essays and project

experiences. Your focus should always

be on gaining acceptance as a quali-

fied speaker, writer or photojournalist.

This kind of effort can produce long

term results and people will begin to

identify you with your "points of

distinction.

"

Regular news releases to the local

press and certain targeted media will,

over time, help build recognition.

Every time you are quoted or asked to

speak or have a photo of your work

published, it's a third parry recogni-

tion that increases your credibility.

Getting your name out in any of these

venues has the potential for reaching

more eligible prospects than a month's

worth ol cold calls will ever produce.

Polish the Skills of the Close

What all this boils down to is the

"close". . . getting the sale. Therein lies

the real challenge of winning the

hearts of the selection team. The

keyword here seems to be "trust." The

credentials, the referrals, the demon-

strations of skill and expertise should

all focus on the trustworthiness of the

design professional. All of the presen-

tation skills from body language to

vocabulary, from style to content,

from speaking to listening, must come

together for the close. The effective-

ness of this last stage of the qualifying

process should be rehearsed and

critiqued with an eye to constructive

criticism. It might even be videotaped

for review and self-critique.

When the selection process is

over, whether you win or lose the

commission, request an audience with

the decision-makers. Getting feedback

on what they liked and didn't like will

become the building blocks of future

presentations.

Robert A. Koch, AIA, is a principal

in the Winter Parkfirm ofFugleherg

Koch, Architecture, Planning, Interior

Design, Imaging.
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Hurricane-Resistant Building Design in the Caribbean and Florida

Paul A. Zilio, RE.

The nation's top long-range

weather forecasters are predicting

above-average activity for the 2002

hurricane season, the tenth anniver-

sary of Hurricane Andrew, the

costliest natural disaster to strike the

United States. Though incredibly

destructive, Hurricane Andrew did

afford skilled investigators a particu-

larly unique opportunity to study

and document the effect of high

winds on structures.

Although the United States has

been spared hurricane landfall since

Hurricane Irene drenched South

Florida two years ago, the start of

hurricane season is a good time to

remember how critical hurricane-

conscious design is to protecting the

public from propert}' damage,

personal injury and even death.

Of all of the recurring forms of

natural disaster, such as flood, fire,

tornado and earthquake, hurricanes

offer the greatest potential for

widespread damage. High winds are

often accompanied by storm surge,

torrential rains, flooding and spin-off

tornadoes, along with secondary

dangers following passage of the

storm, such as power outages,

downed power lines, polluted water

supply and the saturation of building

interiors with salt and water.

Hurricane winds apply positive

pressure that pushes against the

windward side of a building and

negative pressure that applies suction

and pulls the building on the leeward

side. As these winds pass over

buildings, they produce a force that

can lift the roofs off buildings. Wind

entering the structure through

broken doors and windows can add

to this liking effect. In fact, a review

of damage to most buildings from

recent hurricanes in the Caribbean

and Florida showed that roof failure

was the primary damaged element,

leading in some cases to the complete

collapse of the walls.

Wind forces are also critical to

the proper designing of exterior

cladding. While the architect is

normally the professional with

expertise regarding the performance

of cladding, the structural engineer is

the one with intimate knowledge of

wind pressures and behavior. Engi-

neers review the architect's

specifications for doors, windows,

curtainwall, storefront and other

critical exterior cladding elements

and they generally present design

load criteria in their structural notes.

It is recommended that architects

reference these to ensure that struc-

tural design criteria are correct and

that the applicable code is specified.

Hurricane-resistant solutions like

load-bearing reinforced masonry

walls, concrete floor framing systems

and a flat concrete subroof support-

ing a sloped steel roof offer several

levels ol protection from hurricanes.

Reinforced masonry is capable of

resisting wind forces both against and

along the wall, and of providing

superior impact resistance. This,

coupled with concrete floors, yields a

heavy building resistant to uplift

forces without special connections or

tension piles. The concrete subroof

provides an additional water barrier

in case the steel roof is damaged, as

well as acting as a roof diaphragm

and adding extra weight.

These techniques have proven

their merit through such storms as

Hurricane Marilyn, which struck the

Wyndham Sugar Bay Beach Club

and Resort in St. Thomas with

1 15mph winds in 1995, and Hurri-

cane Georges, which hit the Four

Seasons resort in Nevis of the West

Indies with 115 to 125mph winds in

1 998. The result has generally been

minimal or no damage to the

structure, with varying degrees of

damages to cladding.

The Development of Building

Codes

The basis for wind design is the

governing building code. At its

inception in 1957, the windstorm

related requirements of the South

Florida Building Code, which

governed Miami-Dade and Broward

Counties, were considered the finest

in the nation. In 1988, the American
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Society of Civil Engineers issued

ASCE 7-88. The current edition of

the standard, ASCE 7-98, is univer-

sally regarded as providing the most

accurate and comprehensive wind

design criteria in the United States

and Caribbean. It is accepted by

virtually every major building code,

including the 2001 Florida Building

Code and the 2000 International

Building Code.

Caribbean territories have

traditionally adopted various U.S.

building codes, such as the South

Florida Building Code or the

Standard Building Code. The

Caribbean Uniform Building Code

(CUBIC) Management Team has

unanimously selected the 2000

International Codes as the base codes

for updating the CUBIC code, which

is used in 1 4 of the 1 7 Caribbean

territories.

A wind tunnel is probably the

most accurate means available for

determining design wind pressures

and is accepted by ail major building

codes. A wind tunnel is mandatory

for certain buildings of irregular

shape or site location and permissible

for all other buildings. While it may

result in significantly lower wind

pressures for components and

cladding and somewhat lower

pressures for the primary structure,

thereby reducing the construction

cost, it is cost-prohibitive for many

projects.

While building codes have

established criteria for calculating

wind pressures for years, the South

Florida Building Code used forensic

evaluation ot damage to buildings

wrought by Hurricane Andrew to

establish impact tests for windborne

debris on exterior cladding. For

projects in Miami-Dade and Broward

Counties, the lower 30' of building

cladding must resist the impact of a

nine-pound two-by-four striking at

50 ft/sec for two impacts, and

cladding above 30' must resist the

impact of ten-2gram solid steel balls

at 130 ft/sec three times. These

requirements remain in the 2001

Florida Building Code and, for much

of the rest of the state and all of the

coastline, are required unless struc-

tures are designed for higher wind

pressures.

Code changes have caused some

confusion in recent years. For

example, the design wind speed for

South Florida increased from

1 lOmph to I46mph. The reason is

that the definition of wind speed

changed from "fastest mile" of wind

before Hurricane Andrew to "3-

second gust,' which more closely

relates to hurricane wind speed

reported in the media. The effect did

not increase design wind pressures

significantly.

Unique Problems of the Caribbean

The most dramatic design

difference between Florida and

much of the Caribbean is not wind

forces but seismic, or earthquake,

forces. In fact, seismic forces often

control the design of the structure

and must be considered in the

design of exterior cladding and all

interior elements.

There are many differences

between seismic and wind loading. A

building is expected to survive its

"design hurricane ' with virtually no

damage and a catastrophic hurricane

with repairable damage. On the other

hand, a "design earthquake " is

expected to cause (hopefully)

repairable damage while a cata-

strophic earthquake may result in

irreparable damage and subsequent

demolition of the building. In

hurricanes, wind pressures cause

external forces on the building

whereas earthquakes apply move-

ments to the building through

ground motion. While windstorms

last several hours, seismic movements

last a few minutes at most. There is

usually one or more days warning

before a hurricane makes landfall,

while earthquakes generally strike

without warning.

The ultimate goal of hurricane-

conscious design is to reduce the

element of surprise by providing

buildings and structures with

predictable performance at affordable

costs. The team of a knowledgeable

architect and structural engineer can

achieve this goal.

Paul A. Zilio, RE. is vice presi-

dent ofBliss & Nyitray Inc. in

Miami, Fla. BNIprovidesfull-service

structural engineering servicesfor a

wide variety ofbuilding-types in

Florida and throughout the Carib-

bean. For additional information, call

(305) 442-7086 or visit

www. bniengineers. com.
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CADD
CENTERS OF n 0RID4

Need AIA Learning Units?
CADD Centers of Florida is an

authorized AIA Training Facility

offering classes in

AutoCAD,
Architectural Desktop,

and 3D Studio VIZ.

We also offer sales, service and

support for your software and

hardware needs.

Call 800-222-4889 or visit

w'ww.caddfla.com

autodeski.^

Participating advertisers are given a four digit

code (located in this index). To access addi-

tional information about an advertisers

products or services, you only need to dial

410-252-9595 from your fax machine, lis-

ten to the voice prompts and —PRESTO—
you will receive the desired information.

Mw.
410-252-9595

Digital Drafting Systems, Inc
www. DDSCAD.COM

SALES • SERVICE • TRAINING • SUPPORT • IMPLEMENTATION

CADSoftwore Need help with AutoCAD?
Animation & Visualization ..^"'\

Plnttpr^ - W* ^^ "'^ "" *''''"".'^*'' *"^ Training Focilijy. We offer

Networks

interadive Pen Displays

''''<j^ a wide varletty of courses ond products from:

llill|lMN*ailf' ayto'lesk ^Btvilil discreet B?! f/V.Vl

Your ad could

be here

call Dawson Publicatioi

800-322-3448

ext. 125
Tel: (305) 445-6480 • Fax: (305) 445-6526 •1110 Ponce de Leon Blvd, Coral Gables. FL 331 34 • Website: www.ddscad.com Ik.

Plan now to attend...

The Florida Redevelopment Association's

Annual Conference

October 16-18, 2002

Downtown Jacksonville Adams Mark Hotel

Registration andprogram information are available at www.redevelopment.net.

Contact Christy Carter at ccarter@flcities.conL
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Brighten-Up Your Projects!

From room dividers & bath enclosures to win-

dows or entire wails, sparkling glass block turns

ordinary spaces into show spaces.

• Nothing else adds such a feeling of

increased spaciousness.

• Lets light in. ..but provides the security of

brick.

• Over 275 choices of size, pattern, and

color to fit any project.

• Available locally all over the

Southeast

GLASS MASONRY, INC.

1235 Commons Court

Clermont, Fl 3471

1

Phone: (800) 456-7093

Fax: (352) 243-8045

e-mail:

gmi@glassmasonry.com
wn(vw.glassmasonry.com

Michael LeGjrand Photography

904.806.4611 www.legrandphoto.com

Green Carpet. It's not just a color.

Carpet Conserves. And how has the carpet industry

improved the overall impact ol its products on the

environment?

• By reducing energy & water use, impact on air

and water, and, waste and landfill use.

• And by improving sustainability through

products.

The Carpet & Rug Institute 800.882.8846

www.carpetrecovery.org

arch] pro faffing by design.

ARCHITECTS. INTERIOR
I
DESIGNERS. ENGINEERS I

CAD. DRAFTERS

Sto EIFS Products
Customer Architectural Foam Shapes
Plastic Components PVC Accessories

Windlock EIFS Tools & Accessories

1221 NE 9TH AVENUE, FORT LAUDERDALE, FLORIDA 33304
TEL: (954) 522-6565 FAX: (954) 522-6967

EMAIL: FOAMIDEAS@mail.com

WEB ADDRESS WVWVFOAMCC

TOLL FREE: (888) 680-FOAM (3626)
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m PAVARINI
Construction Manager/General Contractor

Pavarini Construction Co. Salutes
Swire Properties' Vision for

Brickell Key, Miami

Courts Brickell Key



The devastating force of a hurricane is difficuh to comprehend without witnessing it in person. We can

meosure the strength of its winds, count lost lives and calculate the value of property damage. But nothing

con measure the total effect a hurricane leaves on the lives of its unprepared survivors. Now you can

protect yourself and your priorities with Viracon's hurricane-resistant gloss products. We offer o variety

of glass options that meet the stringent code requirements of south Florida and other coastal regions. All

of Viracon's hurricane-resistant glass products have passed the impact and cyclic wind pressure tests as

part of a complete glazing system. When you instoll any of Viracon's hurricane-resistant gloss options

with a suitable glazing system, the end result Is a complete window that preserves and protects.

Call 1.800.533.2080 to learn more ohout hurricane-resistant glass.

Protect Your Priorities
V I r a ( n glass

VIRACON

llftbHaJVlJ

Owatonnii, Minnesoto • 507.451.9555 • 800.533.2080 (Toll Free) • E-Moil: gloss@virocon.com • www.virncon.com

9280 East Old Vail Road, Tucson, AZ 85747
520.574.7374 www.southwestdoor.com
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INCON SOUTHEAST
Building tiie Future witli Concrete

Introducing Innovations In Concrete (INCON), the Southeast's premier industry trade show

and conference, designed to help you grow your business by providing insight

into the newest innovations in the industry through:

• Ongoing "live" demonstrations of the hottest products

• Hundreds of exhibitors featuring the latest in concrete products, building systems,

equipment, admixtures, and much, much more!

The show also features INCON University - this building block of education

teaches you all you need to know about concrete and concrete masonry.

With 60 in-depth courses, INCON University allows you to receive professional

development credits while learning from some of the world's leading experts.

Don't miss this state-of-the-art event October 2-5, 2002, at the Gaylord Palms

Resort and Convention Center in Orlando. Space is limited.

For more information, log on to www.fcpa.org

Inr^i

INNOVATIONS IN CONCRETE
Show & Co'iiprence 2002

nj:Uii;ii;ni.'w.»iii.'ii'jjmtfi

A PRODUCTION OF FLORIDA CONCRETE & PRODUaS ASSOCIATION

www.fcpa.org
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call for Eree Catalog: 800-552-6331
901-867-0039 FAX 901-867-4008

www.caddetails.com

For more information, call the 24-hour message
center, 404-362-3986, or visit www.dricon.com.

Streamline tor efficiency.

AIA Contract Documents speed up your contracting process and help reduce the possibility of

lawsuits. You save time, money, and worry. Get the contracts that make the best business sense,

available for just about every type of building and project delivery method.

GET YOUR CONTRACTS UP TO SPEED
Find the Distributor with Documents to boost your productivity. For auto-

matic updates on Document changes as they occur, be sure to
'"^

ask about the Document Supplement Service. Contact your

local distributor or call 800-365-2724 now.

AIA CONTRACT DOCUMENTS.
You can move ahead with them.

AIA Florida

850.222.7590

AIA Contract Documents are a product of The American Institute of Architects.
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Buyer's Guide
Architectural Coatings

Duron Paints & Wallcoverings (17-20) 6

Architectural Foam Products

Foam Concepts Inc. (l~-22) 29

Architectural Photography

Michael LaGrand Photography

(17-25) 29

Architectural Rendering

Genesis Studios {\'7-i5) 36

Associations

Florida Concrete & Products Assn.

(17-21) 32

Audio Visual Equipment & Servicing

Audio Visual lnno\ations (17-12) 35

Audio Visual Systems Design & Installation

Audio Visual Innovations (17-12) 35

AutoCAD Software

CADD Centers of Florida (17-13) 28
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PROJEG

Grand Lakes Resort, Orlando ft

CLIENT

Marrion Vacation Club International

ARCHITEn

Snullwood, Reynolds, Stewart, Stewart & Associates, Atlanta GA

MEDIUM

handpainted opaque

PROJEO

Waterford Park atWaterford Lakes

CLIENT

ParkDevelopnwnt

CONCEPT

Concepts Group, LLC

MEDIUM

I N K Tff

PROJEa

Gaylord Palms, Orlando FL
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\ltsawich,Pepperdine & Brown, Ortando,FL

ARCHITEG

Knedak Bobo Group, Mennphis TN
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pen and ink with waiercolor

T E R C O L R

l
PROJEQ

Cardiff, Wales

CLIENT

Land Securities Development London

ARCHITEn

Eric Kuhne & Associates, London

MEDIUM

watercolor

G€N€SIS STUDIOS, INC
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—

225 South Swoope Ave

Suite 205 sj

MaitlandFL 32751

tel. 407.539.2606

fax.407.644.7901 \

www.genesisstudios.com
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We'll change the way you think about

Insulation
Rising energy costs. Noise pollution.

Allergies, asthma, and mold.

Architects today face problems that weren't even issues when conventional

insulation products were developed. It's reassuring to know that Icynene* is a

superior insulation system that protects buildings like no other insulation can.

When sprayed into walls, ceilings, floors and basements, Icynene' softly expands

to form a protective barrier. Harmful outside air -including pollutants

and noise- stays out. Healthy inside air stays in,

ensuring a healthier, quieter, more energy efficient structure.

It's the superior insulation system for today's buildings.

The Icynene Insulation System
Healthier, Quieter, More Energy Efficient™

®

For superior insulated

residential and

commercial

buildings,

specify The Icynene

Insulation System®

• It's environmentally

friendly - non-toxic,

formaldehyde free, and

odorless

• Contributes to a

mold-free environment

• Adds value to the

buildings you design by

reducing energy costs

by up to 50%, enhancing

sound proofing and

improving air quality

• Effectively insulates

all types of construction

• Simplifies the job of

insulating complicated

designs and framing

details

• Call us for a FREE

copy of The icynene

Architect's Tool Kit.

A valuable design

resource for the project

team (1-800-758-7325)

Contact your local licensed Icynene" dealer or visit icynene.com

Ocala Tall.ih.issec Dobary Sarasota Lake Cily Gainesville Orlando
Adv.ml.iHC Allwc.illicr Custom Design Floiid.i Rum InsiMl.ilion ol Sl.mloicl InsciLilors of

liisiil.ilion, Iru. Insul.ilion Inf. lnsiil.\tion Inc. |-"il Insul.ilois Norlli rlorid.i Consliuction Oil.indo, Inc.

:i.SJ.J')l.(ll)JJ H'"i().442..S'iS7 iH(..(.(iH.S()()-l Inc. ')C)4.7.S2.2H.!0 .!52. i,i2.9.S9:i J2 l.iJa.4.S.'i.!

Orlando Lake Worth Odessa Bonita Springs Jacksonville Jupiter

lini.ilc Insul.ilion Icnscn I'oj.ir Spr.iy Ki(c Insul.ilion Si'.il-All (West Palm Beach)

Ccnli.il lloiid.i, Insul.ilion liu. hum Corp. \ Cil.iss InsuLilion Insulsc.il Syslcms

Inc. Sdl.MJ.HOZl) »l i.')2().7()')J ')4l..|')S.O 544 904.74'".. 1710 Inc.

407.M4.4(.S1 561.7S8.07(,9

an AIA Continuing

Education Provider.

Visit icynene.com for

information

about our

CEU program
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HowAre You

Weathering

The Storm? W^
:^i

iJit-

per WinGuard

Impact-Resistant Windows-

The Effortless Solution

To Code Requirements.

You can meet hurricane protection requirennents

confidently, cost-effectively and witfiout compromise

when you specify PGT' WinGuard' Impact-Resistant

Windows and Doors. The WinGuard line is custom-

made, giving you outstanding design flexibility with

the only complete line of products to meet both

Florida and Miami-Dade codes. WinGuard also offers

built-in convenience, security noise reduction and

UV protection, without the aesthetic and design

constraints you face with roll-down,

accordion or panel shutters.

ft?

\i4

PGT's Architect CD provides all the '

specifications you'll need to provide

hurricane protection effortlessly Call today for your

free copy plus our code brochure, video and schedule

of AlA/CES seminars.

1^
1-877-WINGUARD

^iS^ W

Effortless Hurricane Protection

pgT WinGuard
IMPACT-RESISTANT WINDOWS & DOORS

Visibly Better."

www.pgtindustries.com

©2002 PGT Induslnes, Inc.
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MONTHS OF CONSULTING. LAYERS OF SHOP
DRAWINGS. HUNDREDS OF DIFFERENT WINDOWS,
Nowadays, that's what it takes to help make something look natural.

Designed to mediate between the urban and

the natural, this nature center brings the lool<

and feel of a forest to its inner-city

surroundings.

That's no small feat,

considering one of the

project's major design

challenges was

transferring wind loads

from the extensively

overhung roof system

to cedar columns without deflecting and

breaking glazing. To solve it, the Pella

Commercial team worked with the architect

to develop a thermally broken weeping

mullion framing system that supports

required spans while maintaining the center's

naturalistic imagery.

This is just an example '^

of the support you

can count on Pella

to provide — be

it providing shop

drawings or simply

continuing contact and

support. From conception through

installation, Pella Commercial representatives

will work with you to ensure that you meet

your technical and design challenges.

Callyour representative at 1-800-999-4868 to see what

kirid ofinnonative solutiotis Pella has for your next design.
[fi^ COMMERCIAL

DIVISION

©2001 Pello Corporotion
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Caradco Impact Resistant Glass
Get the best of protection from the worst of all elements

^ NO. 96,0

Caradco windows and patio doors with impact resistant glass are:

SAFE. Tested and approved to meet South Florida impact requirements,

including projectile impact.

SECURE. This means additional security against unwanted intruders.

BEAUTIFUL. The design possibilities are endless. From traditional to contemporary,

in a wide range of styles and options. njo. g^.o

For more information contact;

Millwork Sales, Inc.

3005 Mercy Drive

". N^Orlando, FL 32808

(888) 604-7979

-0

Millwork Sales, Inc.

3250 Park Central Blvd. North

Pompano Beach, FL 33064

(888) 751-2474

CMS International Export, Inc.

5780 NW 72nd Avenue

Miami, FL 33166

(305) 594-9877

J?

/.(

Caradco.
Purl nfihe JELD- WEN'-family

www.caradco.com

^
'X'MPs/simm^stt
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IMPACT RESISTANT
WINDOW AND DOOR
SYSTEMS

""M

TRACO Shutterless Impact

Window and Door Systems

are specifically designed to

meet strict building codes

and the toughest coastal

weather challenges.

TRACO products are tested

to resist small and large

missiles at hurricane force

wind loads up to 200 mph.

%

TRAD
The Windows and Doors That Greet The World

\

www.traco.com

71 Progress Avenue • Cranberry Township, PA 16066

1-800-837-7002

J
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Editorial / diane d. greer

My travels this past year took

me far and wide to several to

places I'd never experienced

before. I loved London, as always.

It's an exciting city that was

getting ready for the Queen's

Jubilee. There was not a speck of

trash on the street, not a leaf out

of place, not a cloud in the sky.

London is especially thrilling to

me, architecturally speaking,

because I am the quintessential

anglophile. Left up to me, we

would all be living and working

in Georgian buildings, a style I

perceive as perfect in massing and detail. But, stylistic preferences aside, let me

say that I saw lots of great architecture this year in places as diverse as Scotland,

the Tuscan countryside. New York City and San Juan, Puerto Rico.

Actually, it is San Juan that I would like to reminisce about. I was in Puerto

Rico about 12 years ago and had the chance to see pretry much the whole island.

This time, I stayed in and around San Juan, taking only a few small side trips.

The journey was sponsored by ALA Florida and hosted by the Puerto Rico

Chapter and it was a most memorable experience. Yes, it was hot in August and

we did a lot of walking and drank a

lot of water, but what we saw was

dazzling and, I think, very important.

We saw a city with architecture that is

being preserved. 'We spent most of

our time in the company of our

hosts... looking at their projects, their

successes, hearing about their chal-

lenges and their frustrations. We saw

a Visitor Center in a rain forest, a

restored lighthouse on a windy bluff

overlooking the sea, a fort, a very

unusual residence/museum converted

to a small hotel and the offices of the

Puerto Rico Chapter of the AIA
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where we were wined and dined in a beautiful restored house.

Much has changed in San Juan since I was there last and all lor the

r good. The first thing I noticed - actually that I couldn't have missed -

i was the absence of what I remember as one of the worst slums I'd ever

seen. Perched on a hillside over the sea, La Perk was composed largely

of tin-roofed corrugated cardboard huts looking very much like they

would slide off in a storm. Now the houses are more substantial and

there are satellite dishes everywhere. It's not perfect, but it's better.

What did seem perfect to me was the core of Old San Juan, a typical

city plan of narrow streets with building footprints out to the edge of

the sidewalk and all the sights and smells of a city with an active street

life. But, wow, so many buildings have either been restored or are in

the process and there is wonderful rich color and a wealth of architec-

tural detail that is almost too much to absorb. Looking down a curving

street produces a rainbow of colors from lime to peach to mustard

yellow with balconies, window grilles and elaborate door surrounds

causing facades to swell and recede from the plane of the sidewalk.

Arcaded courtyards make the interiors inviting and provide much-

needed shade from the heat of the Caribbean summer. There is also

public art in San Juan and I was pleased about that. Small plazas in

front of churches were common, but there were also large public spaces

decorated with fountains and sculptures and flowering trees.

I was glad to reunite with some of my friends in Puerto Rico,

including architects Ben Vargas, Tom Marvel and Jorge Rigau. All are

busy and doing good things. But, I was also glad to meet new people,

young architects, male and

female, who are working hard

to produce a body of good

work. Many of the buildings we visited were rather specialized in terms of use

- new facilities for visitors and tourists, lighthouses, hotels and casinos. But

what I noticed was a strong sense of "the island" and what was important

about it and to it. The history of the architecture of the Caribbean was not

lost on the architects we met and talked with. They were preserving and

perpetuating the best of it, building in an often-hostile environment where

materials can be hard to get and expensive. They are also educating future

architects in excellent schools of architecture. I have great faith in our fellow

architects to the south and I hope there will be many more opportunities to

interact with them... and learn from them.

PS. This editorial is illustrated with photos by Larry Schneider, AIA,

who did a wonderful job of recording the trip tor all ol us.
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2002 President s Message / Enrique A. Woodroffe, FAIA

Gracias - Thank you. What a great year this has been, thanks to all of you!

Bill Bishop and 1 made a commitment when planning for the next two years that

we would increase membership and improve our Association in many areas. Your 2002

AIA Florida Board of Directors was proactive and under its direction the new work

plan was implemented. Much has been accomplished this year and new programs have

been started that will continue to promote architects and the profession of architecture.

The AIA Florida Board of Directors deserves credit for having the vision and trust to

approve the 2002 agenda. Following are highlights ofsome of the goals we met this year:

Future Leadership/Member Services: The Board approved a member survey that

was conducted in October and produced a 35% response rate. The results are being

analyzed and will be distributed in early 2003. In an effort to improve association

governance, the current board structure is being reviewed and a report will be issued

early next year.

Legislative Actions: Legislation for the privatization of the administrative function

of the Board of Architecture and Interior Design passed and the private non-profit

corporation has been in operation since the beginning of November and already has

been proactive in the investigation of complaints. A Growth Management Task Force

was established that will develop AIA Florida policies that can be used to take positions

on legislative issues. FAPAC 2003 has already begun planning its agenda for 2003.

Membership: Membership has grown and the Association is implementing a Mem-

bership Outreach Program that incorporates suggestions from the membership survey.

Bill and I visited all 13 chapters to meet members and listen to feedback on how the

Association is doing and what could be improved.

Communications: The Board approved the implementation of an outreach pro-

gram and an enhanced public relations program by budgeting for additional staff.

Professional Development: The Student/Architect Mentoring Program, in associa-

tion with the architecture programs at the University of South Florida, Florida

International University and Florida Atlantic University, is in its initial stage. Students

and staff have embraced the concept, but AIA architects are needed for mentoring. The

Chapter Grant Awards Program, initiated this year with $5,000 for local Chapters to

promote public awareness, awarded grants to the five chapters including Ft. Lauder-

dale, Tampa Bay, Gainesville, Tallahassee and Miami.

Budget: The Association had a successful year meeting its budget, including allow-

ance for a reserve. In addition, the firm dues structure was simplified and was

implemented earlier this year.

The incoming leadership - Bill Bishop as President in 2003 and Blinn Van Mater

in 2004 - has laid out an agenda that extends what we have done this year over the next

several years.

There are so many people who deserve credit for the success of this year. The entire

AIA Florida staff; the Board of Directors; the Executive Committee and especially Bill

Bishop for being part of an evolving work plan; committee members who establish

policies and work on programs; chapter presidents and their boards; chapter staff and

all their unsung heroes who continually give back to the profession.

A special thanks to my wife, Carol, and our children, Elise and Mark, for being so

supportive during my year as President. I have truly been blessed to be able to lead AIA

Florida at this time. The Association is healthy and growing, but we must not become

complacent. We need members to be connected to the Association. Become involved

— I promise you it will be exciting, fun and rewarding. Volunteer now to help shape

the future.
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2003 President's Message / William Bishop, AM

Welcome to 2003!

You are all probably familiar with the old Chinese curse - "May you live in

interesting times." At the time ol this writing, the 2002 elections have just con-

cluded with a mixed bag of results. The Republicans, running in part on a platform

of fiscal restraint, succeeded in gaining control of all branches of both federal and

state government. Yet, at the same time, Florida voters passed two constitutional

amendments that will most likely prove to be very expensive and severely tax (no

pun intended) our state's resources. Interesting isn't it?

Challenges and contradictions like these abound - homeland security vs. in-

dividual freedom; property rights vs. growth management; expanding infrastructure

needs vs. limited resources. These and other similar issues impact us daily. We are

living on the edge of a future that is both unnerving and exciting and one that will

certainly alter our current ways of thinking about many things. Challenges such

as these bring a world of new and expanding opportunities for architects to bring

their unique perspective to the table to solve real problems in the built environ-

ment and improve the quality of life throughout the state and in local communities.

AIA Florida is energized for a very busy year. President-elect Blinn Van Mater,

the executive committee and I formalized the 2003/2004 work plan during our

November executive committee retreat. That plan will be presented to the board

in January. Included is a very busy legislative agenda. We expect to address BOAID's

anticipated discussions about modifying our practice act, ton reform, continuing

our DBPR privatization issues, and the anticipated tax discussions. It is vitally

important that we continue to increase our involvement in this arena. I encourage

everyone to attend our annual Legislative Day in Tallahassee in April. This is, after

all, where the rules are written that tell us how we can conduct business.

We are expanding our public outreach and communications program.

Through improvements in our magazine and increased distribution, the value of

good design will be made known to a wider audience. Our foundation is being

re-energized and is looking at new ways to bring architectural education into the

public schools. Our chapter-grant program, initiated last year under Henry

Woodroffe's leadership, is being continued in order to provide additional resources

for chapters to increase their public exposure and to bring quality programs to

their communities. This year we will be delving deeply into the world of growth

management with a comprehensive research project about this issue, the results of

which we plan to publicly release.

These are just a few of the projects we have planned for this year and coming

years. The great Chicago architect, Daniel Burnham, said a century years ago -

"Make no little plans, they have no magic to stir men's blood." Your AIA Florida

is ready to meet the future and with your help and involvement there is no limit

to what we can do. We are indeed living on the edge. The future is now - be a

part of it!
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News

One Florida Project

Selected for Chicago

Athenaeum Award

Merrill and Pastor Architect's

Seaside Chapel was selected for inclu-

sion in the 2002 Chicago Athenaeum's

"American Architecture Awards®."

The Chicago Athenaeum: Museum of

Architecture and Design organized its

fifth annual "American Architecture

Awards ®" as a way of honoring new

architecture designed in the United

States. This year's awards program

honors new corporate, institutional,

commercial and residential architec-

ture, built in the U.S. or abroad by a

U.S. architecture firm. Both built and

unbuilt projects were eligible.

In October, a jury of distin-

guished Icelandic architects convened

under the auspices of the Icelandic As-

sociation of Architects in Reykavik,

Iceland. Jurors including Ms. Olaf

Orvarsdottik, Mr. David Kristjian Pitt

and Mr. Thorarinn Thorarinsson

chose 41 projects from the hundreds

that were submitted by firms across

the country. Winning projects can be

viewed at The Chicago Athenaeum's

website < www. chi-atherujeum. org>.

Quincy Johnson Architects

Honored

Quincy Johnson Architects in

Boca Raton was honored with five

Gold Awards and 1 Silver Awards at

Quincy Johnson Architect received a 2002 Gold Prism Awardfor Ahirinii Gardens in Boca Raton.

the Gold Coast Builders Association

Professional Recognition in Sales and

Marketing (PRISM) 2002 Awards

Gala. These awards are presented each

year to builders, developers, architects,

planners, interior designers and land-

scape architects who have

demonstrated building and design

excellence. Now in its sixth year, the

PRISM program is affiliated with the

Florida Home Builders Association

and the National Association ofHome

Builders.

The Strand Honored for

Construction Excellence

One of the newest and most rec-

ognizable landmarks on the West Palm

Beach skyline, The Strand, won top

honors in the 2002 Excellence in Con-

struction Awards presented by the
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Associated Builders & Contractors

(ABC) Florida East Coast Chapter. The

ABC's Eagle Award, its highest regional

honor, went to developer American

Land Housing Group, national archi-

tectural firm DORSKY HODGSON
+ PARTNERS (DH+P) and general

contractor Suffolk Construction

Company for their work on this 15-

story luxury apartment and retail

development.

With its win in the "Multi-

Family Residential $30 - $75

Million" category, the team respon-

sible for creating the $56 million

project will advance to the presti-

gious ABC National Excellence in

Construction Awards being held in

2003 in San Diego.

FleischmanGarcia Honored

by Subcontractors

For the second year in a row,

FleischmanGarcia Architects was

selected by the American Subcon-

tractors Association of Florida as

"Architect of the Year." Sol J.

Fleischman, Jr., AIA, accepted the

award for his firm which provides

architecture, planning and interior

design services from olHces in

Tampa and Safety Harbor.

Morris Architects Honored

for Outstanding Design

Morris Architects is the recipient

of a 2002 Professional Design Award

of Merit from the Society of Ameri-

can Registered Architects (SARA) for

its design of DAYTONA USA® in

Daytona Beach, Florida. Firms hon-

ored by SARA have successfully

demonstrated the ability to design a

commissioned project that exempli-

fies excellence in a specific building

category.

Morris Architects' received recog-

nition for its design of DAYTONA

USA®, the ultimate motor sport at-

traction located at the Daytona

International Speedway. The design

was inspired by the sport of racing and

uses images associated with the track,

sweeping turns, metal grandstands,

viewing towers, racecars, bikes and

trucks and brightly colored commer-

cial graphics. DAYTONA USA® was

designed in two phases. Phase I fea-

tures 40,000 square feet of interactive

entertainment venues within the

velocitorium. The second phase fea-

tures a 10,000-square-foot expansion

of the existing facility, incorporating

The Dream Laps, a 32-seat IWERKS

Motion Simulator Theater and Accel-

eration Alley, an eight-car racing

simulator.

Free Software Predicts How
and When Steel Beams Will

Buckle

A free computer program devel-

oped by a Johns Hopkins civil

engineering researcher allows design-

ers ofthin-walled structures, including

bridges and buildings, to test their sta-

bility and safety before a single beam

is put into place. This modeling soft-

ware asks designers to enter their

materials, the geometry of structure

and the load it is expected to with-

stand. The program quickly reports

how and under what conditions the

structural components will buckle.

The computer tool could become in-

creasingly important as construction

rules change to accommodate inno-

vations in structural design.

The new software, called

CUFSM, is available for free down-

loading on the developer's website:

www.ce.jhu.edu/bschafer. The pro-

gram was recently updated to provide

a far more user-friendly interface. It

is available in a stand-alone version

for users ofWindows and in another

version that is compatible with

MatLab software, which is available

on virtually all computer platforms.

The Web site also features tutorials

and examples.

ICC Brings Building Codes

to the Intenet

The International Code Council

(ICC) has recently launched its

eCodes® Online Subscription Ser-

vice, making the construction

industry's access to the latest building

and safety codes easier than ever. Sub-

scribers to the new service may

download an array of codes in Adobe

eBook Reader format to a desktop or

laptop computer. After downloading,

the complete code can be quickly

searched, passages highlighted and
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bookmarks created. Text can also be

read aloud. Subscriptions vary in price

and duration and provide users with

24-hour a day access to 10 Interna-

tional Codes and the Florida Building

Code (Building, Fuel: Gas, Plumbing,

Mechanical and Test Protocols). For

more information please call (205)

591-1853, ext. 268.

"New Hotels for Global

Nomads" Opens

"New Hotels for Global No-

mads," on view until March 2, 2003,

is the new exhibition at the

Smithsonian's Cooper-Hewitt, Na-

tional Design Museum. The exhibit

demonstrates that today's hotels ad-

vance how people live in cities, travel

around the world, conduct business,

commune with nature and even con-

struct their fantasy lives. The modern

hotel not only offers a place to sleep,

but also provides its guests with an

escapist experience, through its de-

sign, sense ofspectacle and amenities.

The modern hotel also furnishes

many of its guests with a fully func-

tional office-away-from-the-office,"

vital in today's fast-paced business cli-

mate.

"New Hotels" combines archi-

tecture, interior design, photography,

film and works of art to show just

how varied and dynamic hotels can

be. Among the new generation ol

hotels on exhibit are The Hotel in

Lucerne, which re-creates movie

scenes on its guestroom ceilings to

express the hotel as a cinematic ex-

perience; The Venetian in Las Vegas,

an outstanding example of the gam-

bling capital's new generation of

scenographic hotels; and the luxuri-

ous, sail-shaped Burj al-Arab in

Dubai, the tallest hotel in the world,

with many of its interior surfaces

gilded.

Seven installations have been

specifically commissioned for this ex-

hibition, many of which were

designed for particular spaces within

the Cooper-Hewitt Museum, the

former Andrew Carnegie Mansion.

The featured projects focus on Ur-

ban Hotels, Hotels as Global

Business, Hotels on the Move, Natu-

ral Hotels and Fantasy Hotels.

Projects are represented though mod-

els, digital imagery, furnishings,

music videos or full-scale installa-

tions. The show highlights he work

of such notable international figures

as architects Phillipe Starck, Jean

Nouvel and Diller + Scofidio.

The Burj al-Arab in Dubai is the tallest hotel m the world.
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Code Training Now Available

on Video!

Legislative Mandate -- The

State of Florida now requires that all

design professionals registered in the

State of Florida complete a four-

hour core curriculum relating to the

Florida Building Code and a system

of administrating and enforcing the

Florida Building Code. This require-

ment is stipulated by Chapter

553.841, F.S. and must be com-

pleted no later than June 1, 2003.

Note: For licensed engineers, this

mandate only applies to those engi-

neers "actively participating in the

design of engineering works or sys-

tems in connection with buildings,

structures, or facilities and systems

covered by the Florida Building

Code" (s.471. 0195, Florida Stat-

utes).

With the approval of the Florida

Building Commission, AIA Florida

is pleased to offer the video presen-

tation of the Florida Building Code

core curriculum. This special oppor-

tunity allows you to meet the

statutory requirements from the pri-

vacy and convenience of your own

home. Either one of these courses

will satisfy the requirements of

Florida Statute 553. 1841. They also

have been approved and will provide

four hours of continuing education

credit for licensure for each ot the

following professions: Architects,

Engineers, Contractors, Interior De-

signers & Building Officials.

FBC-Building/Structural —

Course # 0004824

(Presenter: James Anstis, FAIA)

This course compares the new

FBC with the Standard Building

Code. It reviews chapters 1 through

32, emphasizing familiarization with

the new code, reviewing the newly

established procedures, and high-

lighting the provisions of particular

importance.

FBC-Building/Fire Safety —

Course # 0004827

(Presenter: Larry Schneider, AIA)

This course compares the New

Florida Building Code with the new

Fire Prevention Code. Although

both are separate and distinct docu-

ments, there are many more

similarities between them than be-

fore.

Each video package will contain

a complete 4-hour taped video of a

Seminar, the Handout, CD ROM
of the Comparisons and a Work-

book/Quiz.

For more information go to

www.aiafla.org or call 850-222-

7590.

Gala Corina 2002

Hosted by Atelier Architects

The Gala Corina was begun in

1999 by a group of architects and

artists with a desire to exhibit their

work outside of the traditional gal-

lery structure. Although diverse in

their individual work, the group was

unified by an understanding that all

Gala Corina 2002 attracted a crowd to

Tampa's historic Tyer Temple.

artistic endeavors are related to each

other through the creative spirit.

Since its founding. Gala Corina

Group has organized a show each

year in a new location and been sup-

ported in part by other arts

organizations in Tampa that share

the group's vision. This year. Gala

Corina 2002 was held in November

and hosted by Atelier Architects, the

firm that is currently renovating

Tampa Heights' historic Tyer

Temple and converting it into ur-

ban loft apartments. At the time of

the show, interior spaces were un-

der construction, creating a truly

dynamic venue in which to view art

and other performance pieces.

Corrections

In the Fall 2002 issue, it was re-

ported that Gold Medal winner

John Ehrig, FAIA, had served as a

member of the Board of Architec-

ture. Mr. Ehrig actually served as a

member of the Intern Development

Program (IDP) Coordinating Com-

mittee for the State Board of

Architecture.
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Work-in-Progress

Bloodgood Sharp Buster Archi-

tects & Planners Inc. will provide

land planning and architectural ser-

vices at The Sabals Townhomes, a

gated community in New Port Richey.

Bloodgood will plan the 20-acre com-

munity around an existing cypress

preserve. The firm will also design

floor plans, amenities and the main

entrance to the development.

Cannon Design has been selected

by the City ot Jacksonville to design a

$211 million county courthouse com-

plex. Encompassing almost one million

square leet, the courthouse is part ol

The Better Jacksonville Plan, the cit\''s

$2.2 billion growth management plan.

The new courthouse anchors a com-

plex that will be shared by the old

Federal Courthouse. This pedestrian-

friendly precinct, created by closing

three surrounding streets, is linked to

new parking structures that serve the

complex. Between the new and exist-

ing courts, a public park filled with

fountains and landscaping will provide

a civic amenirv' for the whole citv.

VOA Associates Incorporated is

providing full architectural and engi-

neering services to convert a five-stor\'

barracks building into a U.S. Army

headquarters building in Fort Polk,

Louisiana. The 8 1 ,300-square-foot-

project will consolidate the operations

of The Army Joint Readiness Train-

ing Center and the Fort Polk

VOA Associates Incorporatedprovidedfiill architecture and interior design servicesfor the new

Central Florida Kidne)' Center near Lake Lucerne. The two-story dialysis center is an addition to

the medicalfacilities that surround Orlando Regional Medical Center.

Headquarters, creating a modern ex-

ecutive center tor the post. The $10.4

million renovation is scheduled for

completion in Januar)', 2004.

Retzsch Lanao Caycedo Archi-

tects has broken ground on its own

new design studio in the communit)'

redevelopment district ofBoca Raton.

The new 5,600-square-foot, single-

story building will present a modern

interpretation of Mizner style archi-

tecture including two tower elements

and a trellis-flanked entrance. Retzsch

Lanao also recently designed a 58,400-

square-foot warehouse/ofiice complex

to be built in Tamarac tor Future

Metals, Inc. The building is expected

to be complete in Januarv' and will

include over 13,000 square feet of of-

fice space and 126 parking spaces.

Construction is also underway on a

three-story ofiice building designed by

Retzsch Lanao Caycedo for Echion

USA, Inc., a developer of medical fa-

cilities. Completion is scheduled for

the summer of 2003.

Wessel Associates AIA has been

selected to design a new 7,000-square-

foot residence in the Ritz Carlton

development located in Palm Beach

Gardens. The Mediterranean Revival

su'le estate was designed to capitalize

on the view of the golf course. Wessel

Associates AIA is a division ofPeacock

+ Lewis Architects and Planners, Inc.

Ervin, Lovett & Miller, Jackson-

ville, has been named master planner
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Bruce/Terrell Architects, Inc. is designer of the new Argyle Branch Library in Jacksonville. Rendering courtesy of the architect.

and designer tor Phases II and III at

Plantation Bay, an approximately

3,200-acre country club community

in Ormond Beach. Nearly 2,000 acres

are involved in the project including

a new 18-hole championship goll

course and 2,000 residential

homesites. Community improve-

ments are expected to begin in the fall.

Architects: Lewis + Whitlock,

PA, is providing architectural and en-

gineering services for the new Florida

State University Alumni Center. The

project consists of the remodeling of

the 6,500-square-foot former

President's home for use as a Welcome

Center and the construction of a new

20,000-square-foot Alumni Hall. The

Alumni Hall will house an Entertain-

ment Hall, Conference Room and the

administrative offices for the Alumni

Association. The Welcome Center in-

cludes a Reception Room and

The new Alumni Center at Florida State University was designed by Architects: Letvis + WIntlock PA

with Welch + WardArchitects as design consultants.

Executive Suite for the President ofthe

Alumni Association. Construction of

the $4.7 million faciliry is scheduled

to be complete in spring, 2004.

FleischmanGarcia Architecture

has designed a new corporate head-

quarters building for Tropical Sports-

wear International in Tampa.

Featuring a five-story atrium topped

by a fiber-optic star dome, the build-

ing features a porte-cochere and a

covered terrace on the top floor. An

inhouse store, beauty salon and cafe
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will serve both employees and the

public.

Schwab, Twitty & Hansen Archi-

tects (STH) has designed the new

44,000-square-foot Coral Baptist

Church with a sanctuary for seating

840 worshippers. Although the exte-

rior of the church is classic

Mediterranean Revival, the interior

features are contemporary. The church

has been designed for future expan-

sion to include a 300-seat balconv.

Harvard Jolly Clees Toppe Archi-

tects, P.A. has a number ot current

projects including the Tampa Bay Per-

forming Arts Education Building, a

$7 million, 45,000-square-foot struc-

ture where classes and training in the

performing arts will be held. Harvard

JoUly's other major projects include St.

Peter's Cathedral, Munroe Regional

Medical Center in Ocala, the VA

Medical Center in Bay County, Doc-

tors' Memorial Hospital in Perry and

the Boca Raton Library.

Schwab, Twitty & Manser's design for the new Coral Baptist Church in Coral Springs.

Morris Architects' design for the Altumonte Town Center ni Ahunwnte Springs.
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Docwri Memorial Hospital, top. and the I'ampa ba\ School for the Performmv Arts, above, were designed b)i HarvardJolly Clees Toppe Architects, PA

ADP Group was selected to de-

sign the second phase of the Pine

Shores Presbyterian Church campus.

With the recent completion ofthe new

sanctuary and education wing, the

church has begun the next phase of its

campus master plan development. The

original sanctuar\' will be transformed

into a new community center that will

include a fellowship hall, meeting

rooms, youth area, chapel, meditation

chapel and courtyard. The anticipated

completion date is February 2004.

Rhodes + Brito Architects is the

Orlando firm that is lead designer for

the new Florida A & M University

College of Law. The four-to-five-

story, S20.8 million facility will ac-

commodate 200 students when it

welcomes its first class in August 2005.

The project team includes specialists

from Helman Hurley Charvat Pea-

cock Architects and Turner

Construction Company, all of which

have team members that are alumni

of Florida A &M.
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Interview / Karl Thorne, FAIA

Karl Thorne, FAIA, is a

Professor of Architecture in the

University of Florida's School of

Architecture where he has been on

the faculty since 1978. He is also

President of Karl Thorne Associ-

ates, Inc., Architects/Planners

which he established in 1980. His

diverse practice focuses primarilv

on educational architecture and

includes the design of such projects

as the George G. Kirkpatrick, Jr.,

Criminal Justice Training Center at

Santa Fe Community College in

Gainesville and the Frederick G.

Humphries Science & Research

Center at Florida A & M Univer-

sity. His firm is currently designing

the new School ol Journalism and

Graphic Communication and a

museum addition to the Carnegie

Library at Florida A & M. When

completed, this museum will house

the largest collection of African-

American artifacts and memorabilia

in the Southeast. 1 he firm has been

the recipient of numerous design

awards including, most recently, a

2002 AIA/Florida Unbuilt Design

Award lor The Conservancy: A

Conservation Communitv Devel-

opment. His work was exhibited in

the 1993 Design Diaspora: Black

Architects & International Archi-

tecture at the Chicago Athenaeum.

He is a former President of the

Florida North Chapter and Vice-

president of the Florida Association

of the AIA. In 1998, he was made a

Fellow ol the American Institute of

Architects.

Mr. Thorne serves on the

Florida Building Commission and

he is the current Chairman of the

Code Administration Technical

Advisory Committee, charged with

developing a Florida Existing

Building Code lor implementation

in 2004.

Q: As ti longtime architectural

educator, what do you see as the

future ofarchitectural education

and how do you see it changing?

What "real world" issues need to be

addressed aspart the student's

training?

A: Architectural education

has a bright future. Recently, two

more accredited programs were

established - one at Florida

Atlantic University, the other at

Florida International University.

Added to the existing programs at

Florida A & M, the University of

Florida, Miami and South Florida,

the needs of our population are

well met.

What I do see changing is the

composition ol the student enroll-

ment. It reflects greater diversity in

both race and gender with more

than 40% being women. Another

potential change to the architec-

tural education is making the

five-year degree a Master ol Archi-

tecture as initiated at Texas Tech

University. If this were done,

graduate study would lead to the

Doctor ol Architecture degree. This

issue is currently being debated in

schools across the country.

"Real world " issues that should

be a part of the architectural

education include several courses

designed to make students aware of

the practice of architecture as a

business. Courses in marketing and

business management that are

offered in Schools of Business

should be required. Students should

also be exposed to the non-tradi-

tional modes of practice such as

Design-Build, Construction

Management and Facilities Man-

agement. This follows the current

trend in society to go to one source

for comprehensive service. Main-

taining a posture of traditional

practice puts the architect at a

disadvantage in the marketplace
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and diminishes his/her control of

the project.

"Architect" is derived from the

Greek work "arkhitekton" which

means "master builder." We are

relinquishing our responsibilities to

others by not maintaining control

of the buildings that cover our

landscape - by designing and not

constructing. Green architecture

needs to be integrated into studio

projects and students need to be

made more sensitive to the exces-

sive utilization of natural resources.

Educators should strongly encour-

age the design of energy efficient,

cost efficient and environmentally

friendly buildings.

Q." In 1996, yon served as a

member ofthe Board ofBuildmg

Codes and Standards' Florida

Accessibility Code Committee.

What was the mission ofthat

committee and what was your role

as a committee member?

A: In 1993, the Florida

Legislature enacted the "Florida

Americans with Disability Accessi-

bility Implementation Act." The

purpose and intent of this Act was

to incorporate into the Laws of

Florida the requirements of the

Americans With Disabilities Acts

(ADA) of 1990 while at the same

time maintaining those Florida

provisions that are more stringent

than the ADA accessibility guide-

lines. The mission of our

committee was to develop a unified

document that would establish

consistency between the Florida

Accessibility Building Code and the

Federal ADA Accessibility Guide-

lines that could be used by all

segments of the building industry.

This committee produced the

Florida Accessibility Code for

Building Construction 1997

Edition that was adopted by the

Legislature and is now Chapter 1

1

in the Florida Building Code 2001.

My role, along with other

members, was to integrate the

input received from the disabled

community, along with contents of

the current codes, into a cohesive

document that could be presented

to the Legislature for implementa-

tion. The committee also prepared

a draft Florida Accessibility Code

Training Manual . This manual was

intended to clearly articulate

statutory and regulatory criteria

relating to accessibility in Florida.

The purpose was to educate

builders, building owners, design

professionals, building officials and

the general public. It was meant to

interpret regulatory criteria similar

to the commentary used in inter-

preting the Standard Building

Code. To date, this has not been

adopted as a final document.

Q; As afounding member of

the Florida Building Commission,

you were intimately involved with

the development ofwhat was

known as the Florida Building

Code (FBC) 2001. What are the

strengths and/or weaknesses ofthis

code? What do Florida architects

need to know about it?

A: The 2001 FBC was

developed from the SBC for

building/structural and from the

IBC for Mechanical, Plumbing,

Fuel and Gas. The SBC was a

familiar document in the construc-

tion industry which made it easier

for the evolution of consensus

standards and the sharing of

authorship.

Prior to the 2001 FBC,

different editions of the SBC and

SFBC were used by the 67 counties

in Florida. This created confusion

in the construction industry. With

the FBC, we have a unified code

that is Florida-specific in its needs

and that recognizes regional

differences and is used in all 67

counties.

Development of the code

produced a healthy dialogue

between the Fire Marshal's Office

and the Florida Building Commis-

sion. This has resulted in the

elimination of most of the conflicts

between the building code and fire

prevention and life safety codes.

One perceived weakness of the

FBC could come from not using

the IBC as the base document

initially. Since the SBC will no

longer exist, the IBC will be used

throughout the country.

Transitioning to the IBC will now

become more tedious. Currently,
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interpretations of the Code to

issues presented only apply to

parties requesting a declaratory

statement. This time-consuming

process should have broad applica-

tion eliminating the need to

consistently address similar re-

quests. The FBC plans to ask the

2003 Legislature for the authority

to make these interpretations

binding statewide.

Florida architects need to

know that 1) they have one set of

codes for the entire state; 2) the

code is updated on a three-year

cycle and everyone can submit

changes/modifications for consid-

eration by the Commission; 3)

there are modifications to the

wind zones; 4) you need to

determine the modifications or

deviations from the SBC and the

SGBC you were previously using;

and 5) you will have to complete a

Basic Care Course on the new

Building Code which is available

on-line and in various locations

throughout the state.

Q: You currently serve as

Chairman ofthe Code Adminis-

tration Technical Advisory

Committee. What is the charge of

that committee and what are your

personal goals?

A: The Technical Advisory

Committee (TAC) is responsible for

review and evaluation of declaratory

statements and/or modifications to

the 2001 FBC presented by im-

pacted parties. These are voted on

by the Committee with appropriate

recommendation to the Commis-

sion. The 2001 Legislature directed

the Commission to "research the

issue of adopting a rehabilitation

code for the state." The TAC was

charged with this responsibility and

Chairman Raul Rodriguez, AIA,

appointed me to chair an Ad Hoc

Committee. The Ad Hoc Rehabili-

tation Code Committee identified

and researched other states' experi-

ence and rehabilitation codes. The

states included in the study were

Maryland, New Jersey, Rhode Island

and Massachusetts. Other regulatory

entities and documents were

included in the research - USHUD;

the International Existing Building

Code; Chapter 34, Existing Build-

ings of the FBC and the Fire

Prevention Code. Two subcommit-

tees, one for Commercial and the

other for Residential structures, were

formed to analyze the related issues,

including historic preservation, and

develop the scope and format for a

Rehab. Code. A final draft is being

prepared that should be completed

in December 2002 for presentation

to the 2003 Legislature for imple-

mentation in 2004.

My personal goal is twofold;

1 ) to have this document ratified

by the Commission by December

2002 and adopted in the 2003

session of the Florida Legislature

and 2) to see the benefits realized

by a having a Rehab. Code that

encourages the use and reuse of

existing buildings, offsets the

negative effects of urban blight and

promotes community development

and the rehabilitation of affordable

housing.

Q.' You have been a champion

ofhistoric preservation for a long

time andfor six years you have

served as a member ofthe Historic

Preservation Advisory Council

whosefunction is to review grant

applications that are submitted to

the Florida Department ofState.

What is the status ofstatefunding

for preservation projects?

A: During my years on the

Council, the review of grant

applications has always been an

agonizing experience because there

are so many excellent projects that

deserve funding and too tew

dollars to fund all of them. This

occurs despite the fact that Florida

is one of the top two states in the

country in funding historically

significant projects. Currently,

funding for the Department of

State grants programs stands at $2

million for matching grants and

$12.5 million for Special category

grants. There is also a Federal

Allotment yet to be assigned and

administered by the Department

of State that is usually about

$750,000 to $1 million.
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The Evans Group orlando

PUSH Advertising Agency, Orlando, Florida

PUSH is a high-

tech advertising agency

that was in need of

new office space for its

energetic staff and

growing business.

Rather than moving

into a faceless high

rise, the firm chose to

have a building

designed that reflected

its energy and innova-

tive nature. The result

was a contemporary

addition to downtown

Orlando that contin-

ues to push the design

envelope.

The firm's new corporate

headquarters is 8,000 square

feet entirely clad in stainless

steel. The building emanates

light from within and reflects

the outside light around it. The

sleek exterior walls push out-

ward and feature floor-to-ceiling

windows. Sunshades over the

windows allow natural light to

enter the building with no

associated heat gain. Other

energy-efficient features include

photo-optically controlled

outdoor lighting and a multi-

zoned, energy-efficient HVAC

system that utilizes an open

metal ductwork system.

Visitors enter the high-tech

lobby through a "classic"

The PUSH building is completely clad in stainless steel and reflects the light around it.

revolving door. Lime green is the

company's signature color and it

covers the walls of the lobby. Bare

concrete floor with stainless steel

insets and a custom poured-in-place

concrete reception desk that features

more stainless steel and glass add to

the high-tech appearance. The 1
5-

foot lobby ceiling is capped with a

large pyramidal skylight that allows

daylight to flood the space and at

night a green glow emanates from it.

Adjacent to the lobby is the

main conference, or presentation,

room. This space continues the

high-tech interior theme by featur-

ing vibrant sky blue walls, tall

windows, movable light fixtures and

space age fiirniture. The building's

public realm ends with the confer-

ence room. Private spaces begin in

the "bullpen " — a mandatory space

in any creative environment where

everyone works together to share

ideas. Architecturally, the space has

tall windows, angled walls, high

ceilings, exposed stainless steel air-

conditioning ducts and industrial

overhead light fixtures hung in

random diagonal patterns. Brilliant

yellow and orange sloping walls

define individual offices for solitary

creative thinking and executive

offices with huge windows line the

building's perimeter walls. The

secondary meeting space, for

internal team meetings or video

presentations, is the media room, a

space ftilly equipped with all the

technical necessities. Other corpo-
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rate spaces include computer network

support offices, art room, accounting offices,

break room and shipping center.

The building's structure is steel frame

and bar joist. Exterior walls are framed with

metal studs and sheathed in plywood covered

with felt. The exterior skin is 20-guage

stainless steel.

Tight time constraints and a modest

budget were the greatest challenges facing the

building designers. Design and construction

were on the "fast track" from day one. The

exposed structural nature of the building and

the extensive detailing has made the building

a cutting edge addition to downtown Or-

lando - a building that is recognized for

"pushing the envelope."

Project Credits: SGM Engineering: Me-

chanical/Electrical/Plumbing; Amore

Engineering: Structural; PUSH, in conjunc-

tion with Evcom, Division of the Evans

Group: Interiors; Aagaard-Juergensen, Inc.:

Contractor.

Top: The PUSH lobby is painted the company's

signature lime green with a poured concrete reception

desk: Middle: The high-tech Media Room is fully

equipped for conferences andpresentations; Bottom: At

night, the stainless steelfacade glows from within:

Above: Individual offices offer quiet work space. All

photos by Taylor Architectural Photography.
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HuntonBrady Architects orlando

Fiserv CBS Worldwide Headquarters, Seminole County, Florida

In less than 24 months,

this new 1 98,000-square-

foot-facility went from

programming and concept

design through developer

RFP and construction.

Seminole County is a top

spot for high technology firms

seeking to capitalize on a

highly skilled workforce and a

friendly business climate. Fiserv

CBS Worldwide (one of the

companies that make up the

banking services giant Fiserv,

Inc.) develops software applica-

tions for financial services

providers worldwide. After

experiencing rapid growth

throughout the past two

decades, Fiserv CBS found

itself scattered in several

properties across the Metro

Orlando area.

In order to be successful in

the rapidly changing Financial

Services Sector, Fiserv CBS

needed to constantly regroup

and re-allocate resources within

the company. A new planning

and facilities regime was

established to respond to the

challenge posed during the

programming phase - "that no

firm that responds to the

changing needs of its clients

can possibly know what its

business will look like in five

years."

HuntonBrady Architects was

hired to provide programming and

interior architecture services that

would address this challenge.

Utilizing a complete design team

approach that included an archi-

tect, a commercial real estate

broker and a contractor, the Fiserv

CBS office space was designed to

meet the challenge in several

innovative ways. Workstation

standards were consolidated into

just three types - two different

cubicle types and one office type

configured from demountable

panels. Each type of workstation is

modular with respect to the others

so that they are interchangeable,

allowing for maximum flexibility of

placement. The workstations are

arranged into villages, each with its

own "Town Center." This highly

adaptable support space is designed

to be re-configured to each

workgroup's specific needs.

Enclosed support spaces have

been removed from the individual

work groups and located in the

adjacent flexible support cores.

These support cores are designed

with moveable partitions allowing

them to be rapidly re-planned in

response to the changing require-

ments of the surrounding

workgroups.

Break rooms and shared

conferencing resources are centrally

located around the elevator lobbies

and create the atmosphere of a

relaxed coffee house environment

on each floor. Locating support

elements in central spaces provides

the additional benefit of confining

visitors and vendors to the core area

of each floor.

Shared training and presenta-

tion facilities on the ground floor

are designed to create a casual

climate for business and learning.

Stylish and comfortable lounge

facilities are located at each end of a

suite of training and meeting

spaces. One large 50-person

meeting room can be divided into

three separate dining rooms, each

served from a private pantry with

access to a loading dock. A large

120-seat cafe is located on the

ground floor.

The new Fiserve facility has

already been put to the test,

allowing the manager to make last

minute changes to workgroup sizes

just a few weeks prior to moving in.

The success of the total team

approach and excellent planning

has resulted in an innovative facility

that can be constantly adapted to

match the ever-changing speed of

business.

Photo, facingpage, ofelevator lobby by Randy

Lovoy. Inset ofpresentation room by Michael

Lowry Photography.
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Project Credits: HuntonBrady

Architects, Programming and Interior

Architecture; Fred H. Pryor, Jr., AIA,

Principal-in-Charge; Mauricio Maso,

AIA, Lead Designer; Frank W.

Campbell, AIA, Project Manager/

Design; Julie Schott, Interior Design;

Tilden Lobnitz Cooper, Engineering;

Brasfield & Gorrie, Contractor;

Thomas W. RufFCompany, Furni-

ture Support Services; Stricdy

Commercial, Real Estate Broker;

Colonial Properties Trust, Owner.

Photo, top: Main lobby by Michael Lowry

Photography. Bottom: Sales lounge. Photo by

Randy Lovoy.
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SMRT Architects sarasota

Mullins-Ginsky Residence, Sarasota County, Florida

Bigger is not always better.

This modestly-scaled northern

Sarasota County residence was

designed for clients who

requested that the house be "in

harmony and in proportion to

the surrounding outdoors."

The 1,750-square-foot house is

one-story with one bedroom

and master bath, guest bath

and public spaces. According to

Project Architect Todd Sweet,

ALA, "the use of space reflects

more upon classic Florida

architecture than it does on

today's homes where the house

dominates the entire yard."

The house employs simple

geometry and very crisp lines

and planes. Recognizing the

clean line-prototypes that have

become the hallmarks of

Sarasota School modernism,

this house has many "pre-air

conditioning" features. Ad-

dressing the client's imperative

that the house have a strong

relationship with the outdoors,

it features glass walls, wide

overhangs and strong cross-

ventilation. Several rooms,

including the master bath and

dining room, open directly to

the outdoors. Construction is

concrete block.

One of most interesting

features that the house employs

is its window system. De-

Photos ofthe southeast corner, top, and the southwest corner where the study is located are by

George Cott 2002.

scribed by the architect as "alumi-

num storefront window systems,"

there is also a bay containing

jalousie windows in the north

living room wall and operable

clerestory windows on south and

east sides. It is clear that air circula-

tion was of primary importance in

the design of the building.

On the interior, the public

spaces are arranged in an open plan

that includes the living room.
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dining room and Ivitchen and to a

lesser extent, the study and patio

tiiat can be seen from tiie living

room. Glass block and mosaic tile

were used in the master bath where

the shower opens to a private

garden.

Project Credits: Todd Sweet,

AIA, Project Architect; Striling &
Wilbur, engineers; Dan McNichol

contractor; Jojo Lindquist,

landscape designer.

Photo, top: At night, the glass

walls on the south and east

sides ofthe house reveal living

room and kitchen areas.

Clerestory windows aid with

cross-ventilation and keep

interior spaces cool. Above, left

to fight: Master bath and

kitchen. Allphotos by George

Cott 2002. Floor plan courtesy

ofthe architect.
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Florida's #1

Insurance/Bond Agency
Specializing in Design

Professionals/Contractors

A Design Professional Needs

An Insurance/Bond Broker Who:

• Specializes in professional liability services to engineers and architects.

• Understands, professional practice and becomes a valued member of the

firm's management team.

• Supports your Professional Society Scholarship programs.

• Offers contract review, negotiation assistance, in-house seminars and

unique loss prevention publications.

• Is creative and aggressive in pursuing competitive insurance programs and

can debver risk management counsel and advice independent of

obligations to any particular insurance company.

• Understands and deals with issues relating to the procurement of any and

all bonding requirements by design^uild professionals.

A Design Professional Needs

an a/e ProNet Member/Bond Broker

a/e ProNet is a national association of independent insurance professionals

specializing in professional liability insurance and risk management services

for engineers and architects.

Collinsworth, Alter, Nielson

Fowler & Dowling, Inc.

Your Design/Build Insurance

Specialist in Florida is:

W. Meade Collinsworth

CPCU, ARM, AIM, AAI
&

Your Design/Build Bond
Specialist in Florida is:

Charles J. Nielson

5979 N.W. 151" St. #105, Miami Lakes, FL 33014

P.O. Box 9315, Miami, FL 33014-9315

Dade (305) 822-7800

Broward (954) 463-8601

Toll Free (800) 822-9303

The only ^e ProNet member in Florida

MAS TE RPIEC E

TILE CO.MPANY INCORPORATED

Evo-y Product a Masterpiece

Tlie COPPER

^'., ~^W

HalfraindGi tffas,

SmmlessDouiT^tis, EIlx/ws.

QjiuiuctorHeack,

Mite)'Con lets... cmd tnore

LudouiciRoofing tiles,

ClayRoofing tilesfi'omEiircpe,

Natural Ve'montSlates,

Eurcpenn Qfpa'

MASTERPIECE
TILE COMPANY' INCORPORATED

-lOl Redland Road Homestead, Florida 33030

(800) 830»i53

\\%\%\ ni.i.stcrpiecetile com
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Lewis+Whitlock, P.A. tallahassee

Miccosukee Office Building, Tallahassee, Florida

The renovation of an

existing medical facility for use

as the main office of a design

and construction company was

the challenge facing Tallahassee

architects Rodney Lewis, AIA,

and Cam Whidock, AIA. The

new owners requirements for

the 5,000-square-foot building

included functional efficiency

and a stimulating interior

environment. Other imperatives

included allowing maximum

da\'light into the structure,

making it as energy efficient as

possible and maintaining the

architectural character of the

original building.

The masonry and wood

frame structure was built in

1956. With an architectural

aesthetic reflecting its Modern-

ist origins, the building is

characterized by a roof of low

pitch, strong horizontal planes

and linear ribbon windows.

While the exterior of the

building was possessed of its

original architectural integrity,

the interior was less pleasing.

Small offices, limited natural

light, well-worn fixtures and a

less-than-functional plan

necessitated a complete interior

renovation.

The collaborative design

process between the architect

and the owner/contractor

Photos oflobby and »hiin Jacade with view into conference room by Thn Leftead.

resulted in an open floor plan that

developed around the reception desk

and work area. The concept of

exposing existing building materials

and systems became the impetus for

exposing the new structural steel

columns and beams, the selection of

scored concrete for flooring and the

use of concrete and stainless steel

throughout the building. Interior

detailing includes a cast-in-place

concrete accent wall, walnut and

maple wainscot and trim, natural

cypress ceilings, nine-foot tall
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conference room doors and a

custom stainless steel sliding screen

wall in the conference room.

Exterior modifications were

kept to a minimum to preserve the

modern character of the building.

Windows and roof were replaced

and a south entry to the building

was created. The energy efficiency of

the building was greatly improved

by replacing existing windows with

insulated units, installing a new

mechanical system with high energy

heat pumps and using energy-

efficient low-voltage lighting

throughout.

With a $300,000 budget, the

project was completed in four

months and resulted in the sensitive

re-use of a 1950's medical office and

its conversion into a space that

encourages creative collaboration.

Project Credits: Camden Whitlock,

AIA: Project Architect; Robbyn

Whitlock, Kelly Dozier: Interior

Designers; Mad Dog Design and

Construction Company:

Contractor.

Photo, top: The original 1956 structure is

largely unchanged, but the interior (middle)

was converted to an open floor plan with

exposed building materials and

systems(bottom). Photos by Tim Lefitead.
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Ebert Norman Brady Architects Jacksonville beach

Sheriff's Equestrian Facility, Jacksonville, Florida

Photo ofnorth elevation by John McManiis.

This equestrian facility,

sited in a pasture within the

historic redevelopment district

of LaVilla in dovi'ntown Jack-

sonville, is the new home of the

Jacksonville Mounted Police

Unit. In keeping with the

Historic LaVilla guidelines, the

building is richly detailed with

forms and materials that recall

turn-of-the-century urban

buildings. With 5,768 gross

square feet, the project cost was

$700,000. Construction is load

bearing masonry walls with

brick veneer and a standing

seam metal roof on pre-engi-

neered wood roof trusses. Walls in

the stable area are reinforced

concrete. Although an aluminum

storefront window system was used,

windows are tall and narrow, their

proportions reminiscent of historic

buildings in the area. The building

houses eight stalls, a tack room,

wash down bays, administrative

offices, storage and a patrol stop

station.

Most interesting about the

building is the attention to detail.

With a modest budget that necessi-

tated using relatively mundane

materials, the architect was able to

give the building a strong presence by

incorporating historic details in the

form of a brick water table, arched

lintels, cupola and roof vents that

give the appearance of small dormers.

The overall efiPect is of a contempo-

rar)' building designed to amiably

co-exist with its historic neighbors.

Project Credits: J. Tom Norman,

ALA, Project Designer/Architect;

LC.F. Kaiser Engineers Group, civil

engineering; Renstrom Engineer-

ing, structural; Blue Heron

Consulting, mechanical, plumbing

engineering; Haddad Engineering,

electrical; Jacksonville Sheriff's

Department, owner.
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Stable area. Photo by John McManus. Inset: floorplan drawing courtesy of the architect.
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"Visions of the West"
I.S.K. Reeves, V

Sara and I have long had roots in the American West,

having many friends there, and most importantly, being

"alhed" to a traditional Hopi family, the Tenakhongvas of

Polacca and First Mesa. In the spring of 2002, we traveled to

Arizona to renew our friendship and subsequently visited

Canyon de Chelly, a mystical and inspiring series of can-

yons, important to both the Hopi and the Dineh (Navajo).

We then traveled to Monument Valley in Southeastern

Utah and toured the area with a Navajo guide, Eddie Yazzie,

who made the experience both magical and meaningful.

Both of these trips inspired me to paint some of the

images I had seen. I first learned to paint in watercolor while

a young boy of 15, living in Cairo, Egypt, but it had been

twenty-five years since I painted my last watercolor.

Keith Reeves is a Fellow ofthe American Institute ofArchitects and

President ofArchitects DesigJi Group, Inc. (ADG) in Winter Park. ADG
was the 2002 recipient ofALA Florida's "Finn ofthe Year"Award. . ^i

KL.
*.^foi^i-l^
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"To paint again was wonderful and invigorating. I felt that time

dropped away as the creative process overtook me once again.

"

I.S.K. Reeves, V
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Management Best Practices: Respect for Copyrights Allows Creativity to Thrive

Bob Kruger

Legendary architect Frank

Lloyd Wright once said that an

architect's most useful tool is an

eraser at the drafting board.

How times have changed. His

eraser and drafting board have been

replaced by computer keyboard

with a delete key and some of the

most sophisticated CAD software

in the world. One thing remains

unchanged, however, since Wright's

first pioneering work: the impor-

tance of respecting intellectual

property borne of creativity. Today,

as before, it would be unthinkable

for one architect to steal another's

designs and drawings.

The importance of respecting

ownership rights is no different

when it comes to another kind of

creative intellectual property:

software. The cutting edge CAD
software that makes architectural

firms so efficient and productive

requires an enormous investment of

time, money, and creativity on the

part of software developers. Yet, too

often, software is duplicated and

distributed throughout a companv

— in violation of licensing require-

ments and with no recompense to

the developer. This kind of intellec-

tual property theft is called software

piracy and it is illegal and distress-

ingly rampant.

According to a recent Business

Software Alliance (BSA) study, the

distribution of unlicensed software

is a $1.8 billion-a-year problem in

the U.S. alone, totaling nearly $11

billion worldwide and costing

thousands of software industry

workers their jobs ("2002 Global

Software Piracy Study, " Interna-

tional Planning and Research

Corp., June 2002). Piracy deprives

software developers of the funding

and the incentives needed to create

the next generation ofCAD tools.

As the leading international

organization promoting a safe and

legal online world, BSA educates

companies about the risks of using

unlicensed software and offers

"best practices" tips on becoming

software compliant. We've found

that many business leaders don't

realize how easy it is for software

to be unlawfully copied within

their company or how severe the

consequences of this action can be.

In a matter of minutes, an em-

ployee can copy a software

program onto multiple hard

drives, enable unauthorized access

from a network server or down-

load a pirated copy from the

Internet via a high-speed connec-

tion. This is a particularly

prevalent problem in small-to-

medium-sized businesses, which

are typically unprepared to consis-

tently monitor the software that

exists on their computers.

BSA receives reports of this

type of activity every day and takes

aggressive enforcement action

against violators. Under U.S. law,

civil damage awards for software

theft range up to $150,000 per

product copied. In some cases,

criminal prosecution is possible.

But, legal troubles aren't the only

risk faced by companies that use

unlicensed software. Unlicensed

software installed or downloaded

by employees without proper

authorization could jeopardize the

integrity of a firm's entire network

by introducing a computer virus or

security flaw.

Fortunately, there are simple

steps a company can take to guard

against pirated software and

become software compliant:

Develop a Software Manage-

ment Policy that covers software

acquisition and installation proce-

dures as well as acceptable uses.

Additionally, it should express the

company's goals to use only legal

software and manage it for maxi-

mum benefit.

Communicate the Policy to

Employees. Once it is in place,

employees need to understand it.

Placing it in the employee hand-

book, conducting training sessions

and posting regular notices are

effective ways of educating em-

ployees.

Centralize the Process. One

person or one team should be

responsible for overseeing the
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company's software management

efforts, including the installation of

new software.

Recognize Software as an

Asset. Proper software is essential

for conducting business in the

modern world. Software should be

treated as an asset and budgeted for

accordingly.

Stay Compliant. A company

should conduct regularly scheduled

audits to ensure that it has enough

licenses to support the software it

has installed. BSA's web site,

www.bsa.org/usa, provides free,

downloadable tools that will help a

company through this process.

Architecture thrives on creative

innovation and that can only

happen when professionals respect

the boundaries of copyright

protection and intellectual property

ownership. Software developers

deserve that same respect. For more

information about software piracy

or to report suspected incidents of

software theft, contact BSA at

1.888.no.PIRACY or

www.bsa.org/usa.

Bob Kruger is Vice President of

Enforcementfor the Business Software

Alliance.

Soud> piorulct (Dosonry

CasT'Stime, Inc.

Manufacturers of Quality;

Cast-Stone Products

1271 N.W. 45th Court

Pompano Beach, FL 33064
Paul Lorenzi
561-236-3498

954-785-5643 • Fax: 954-785-5066

GENERAL POLYMERS

a Division of the Sherwin Williams Company

Epoxy Terrazzo Flooring

Industrial and Decorative Troweled Floors

Floor coatings

Quartz Flooring

Decorative Architectural Floors

Wall Coating Systems

Represented by RJL Associates, Inc.

(305) 362-2281 / (800) 395-8953 / Fax (305) 362-9897
E-mail - rjlassoc@ix.netcom.com
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Buyer's Guide
Architectural Ca5t Stones Products

South Florida Masonry (62-34) 35

Architectural Coatings

Duron Paints & Wallcoverings (62-16) 19

Architectural Masonry

South Florida Masonr)' (62-34) 35

Architectural Photography

Michael LaGrand Photography (62-20) 39

Architectural Rendering

Genesis Studios, Inc. (62-32) 44

Architectiu-al Scale Models

Model Grafters (62-21) 37

Audio Video and Control Integration

Raw Media Technologies, LLC (62-28) 35

Audio Visual Equipment & Servicing

Audiovisual Innovation (62-12) 38

Audio Visual Systems Design & Installation

Audiovisual Innovation (62-12) 38

AutoCAD Software

Digital Drafting (62-33) 41

CAD Software

3DCADGO, Inc. (62-10) 37

CAJDD

3DCADCO, Inc. (62-10) 37

Digital Drafting (62-33) 41

CADD Services

3DCADCO, Inc. (62-10) 37

Digital Drafting (62-33) 41

Cast - Stones

South Florida Masonr)- (62-34) 35

Cast-Stone/Omamental

South Florida Masonr)- (62-34) 35

Clay Rooftng Tiles

Masterpiece Tile Co., Inc. (62-19) 27

Construction Manager

Pavarini Construction (62-25) 39

Continuing Education

Red V'ector.com. Inc. (62-36) 43

Design & Installation - Sound Systems

Music Arts Enterprises (62-23) 41

Doors

PeUa Windows (62-26) IPC

PGT Industries (62-27) OBC
Doors & Windows

Caradco (62-13) 1

Drinking Fountains

Most Dependable Fountains (62-22) 38

Employment Agency

ArchiPro Staff .^VgencT Inc. (62-31) 37

Epoxy Terrazzo Flooring

RJL Associates, Inc. (62-29) 35,37

Facility Sound & Lighting

Music Arts Enterprises (62-23) 41

Finishes - Interior & Exterior

Duron Paints & Wallcoverings (62-16) 19

Fire Retardant/Treated Wood

Archwood Protection (62-11) 38

Floor Grilles & Mats

RJL Associates, Inc. (62-29) 35, 37

General Contractors

Creative Contractors (62-15) 38

Pavarini Construction (62-25) 39

Glass Block

Glass Masonry Inc. (62-17) 39

Guttering Systems/Copper

Masterpiece Tile Co., Inc. (62-19) 27

Impact Resistant Glass

Caradco (62-13) 1

Insulation - Spray/Pour in Place Foam

ICV-NENE (62-18) IBC

Insurance

Collinsworth Alter Nielson Fowler & Dowling,

Inc. (62-14) 27

Suncoast Insurance Associates, Inc.

(62-30) 42

Internet

Red Vector.com, Inc. (62-36) 43

Marketing Architectural Developments

Model Cr.ifters (62-21) 37

Multimedia Systems Design & Installation

Audiovisual Innovation (62-12) 38

On-Line Training

Red Vector.com, Inc. (62-36) 43

Outdoor Water Products

Most Dependable Fountains (62-22) 38

Paints - Interior & Exterior

Duton Paints & Wallcoverings (62-16) 19

Photography

Michael LaGrand Photography (62-20) 39

Pre-Contractor Services

Pavarini Construction (62-25) 39

Professional Liability

Collinsworth Alter Nielson Fowler & Dowling,

Inc. (62-14) 27

Suncoast Insurance Associates, Inc.

(62-30) 42

Quartz, Epoxy & Urethane Floor Systems

RJL Associates, Inc. (62-29) 35, 37

Reprographics Services

National Gtaphic Imaging (62-24) 41

Scale Models

Model Grafters (62-21) 37

Security Windows

TRACO (62-33) 2

Showers

Most Dependable Fountains (62-22) 38

Slate Roofing/Natiu'al

Masterpiece Tile Co., Inc. (62-19) 27

Sound System Design & Installation

Music Arts Enterprises (62-23) 41

Staffing Services

ArchiPro Staff" Agenq- Inc. (62-31) 37

Stair Nosing

RJL Associates, Inc. (62-29) 35, 37

Systems Integrator (Audio, Video, Central)

Raw Media Technologies, LLC (62-28) 35

Temporary Agency

ArchiPro .Staff Agency Inc. (62-31) 37

Thermal Moisture Protection

RJL Associates, Inc. (62-29) 35, 37

Video Systems Integration

Raw Media Technologies, LLC (62-28) 35

Wall Protection & Comer Guards

RJL Associates, Inc. (62-29) 35, 37

Waterproofing

RJL Associates, Inc. (62-29) 35,37

Windows

Pella Windows (62-26) IFC

PGT Industries (62-27) OBC
Windows & Doors

Caradco (62-13) 1

TRACO (62-33) 2

Wood - Fire Retardant/Treated

Archwood Protection (62-1 1) 38

Advertiser

Index
3DCADCO, Inc. (62-10) 37

ArchiPro Staff Agency Inc. (62-31) 37

Archwood Protection (62-11) 38

Audiovisual Innovation (62-12) 38

Caradco (62-13) 1

Collinsworth Alter Nielson Fowler & Dowling,

Inc. (62-14) 27

Creative Contractors (62-15) 38

Digital Drafting (62-33) 41

Duron Paints & Wallcoverings (62-16) 19

Genesis Studios, Inc. (62-32) 44

Glass Masonry Inc. (62-17) 39

ICYNENE (62-18) IBC

Masterpiece Tile Co., Inc. (62-19) 27

Michael LaGrand Photography

(62-20) 39

Model Grafters (62-21) 37

Most Dependable Fountains (62-22) 38

Music Arts Enterprises (62-23) 41

National Graphic Imaging (62-24) 41

Pavarini Construction (62-25) 39

Pella Windows (62-26) IFC

PGT Industries (62-27) OBC
Raw Media Technologies, LLC (62-28) 35

RedVector.com, Inc. (62-36) 43

RJL Associates, Inc. (62-29) 35, 37

South Florida Masonry (62-34) 35

Suncoast Insurance Associates, Inc.

(62-30) 42

TRACO (62-33) 2
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Participating advertisers are given a

four digit code (located in the index of

advertisers). To access additional

information about an advertisers products

or services^ you only need to dial 410-

252-9595 from your fax mafhine^

listen to the voice prompts and
—PRESTO— you will receive the

f^-fdesired information.

Model Grafters

Fabricators of precision scale models

Specializing in: Hotels, resorts, marketing models,

golf course site models.

23 years experience.

Phone:(386)775-0881

Fax: (386) 775-0881

1024 S. Thorpe Ave. Orange City, Fla 32763



Contractor giue

youaheadacheP
Unieasliyour

thinking with

GreadMi.

We've been turning dogs

into things of beauty for

nearly 30 years. Learn how

we do things more creatively.

Please contact Tom Fronce at

tfronce@creativecontractors.com

for more information.

^ CREATiVE CONTRACTORS.iNC.
620 Drew St., Clearwater, FL 33755 (727) 461-5522

www.creativecontractors.com

JludiovisualJ
Lir. for <::

Sentation
nvironments

Computer Classrooms

Network Operations
Centers

^

Distance Learning
Facilities i. ,

Military Briefing |^
Rooms *\T-

Conference Rooms

Commission Chambers

Videoconferencing
Facilities

Training Rooms

Auditoriums

i Audio Visual
Innovations

Your Source For Being Seen And Heard.

(800) 282-6733

Tampa • Jacksonville • Orlando

South Florida • Tallahassee

wwwr.aviinc.com

Specify with Confidence:

Dricon® fire retarda
treated wood i

Introduced in 1981

and used effectively

in countless projects

since

Complies with all

three model codes

40-year builder's.^

warranty
**

EPA-regisferea
termite and
decay resistance

Meets current AWPA standard

For more information, call the 24-tiour message

center, 404-362-3986, or visit www.dricon.com.
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WHAT CAN WE
BUILD FOR YOU?

Hi-Rise Residential

Hospitality

Interiors

Parking Garages
Education
Commercial
Healthcare
Aviation

"Pavarini is committed to providing thie highest quality construction
in a professional manner exceeding our clients' expectations.

"

Pavarini Construction Company, Inc.
Rick Kolb - Vice President

14750 N.W. 77 Court, Suite 220

Miami Lakes, Florida 33016
305.817.1500 CGC014434

—Michael LeGrand Photography
904.^6^11 www.le@tandphoto.com michael@legrandphoto.com

Brighten-Up Your Projects!

From room dividers & bath enclosures to win-

dows or entire walls, sparkling glass block turns

ordinary spaces into show spaces.

• Nothing else adds such a feeling of

increased spaciousness.

• Lets light in. ..but provides the security of

brick.

• Over 275 choices of size, pattern, and

color to fit any project.

• Available locally all over the

Southeast

GUISSMASINIY.iNC.

1235 Commons Court

Clermont, Fl 34711

Phone: (800) 456-7093

Fax: (352) 243-8045

e-mail:

gml@glassmasonry.com
www.glassmasonry.com

florida I Caribbean ARCHITECT
winter 2002
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streamline for efficienc

AIA Contract Documents speed up your contracting process and help reduce the possibility of

lawsuits. You save time, money, and worry. Get the contracts that make the best business sense,

available for just about every type of building and project delivery method.

GET YOUR CONTRACTS UP TO SPEED

Find the Distributor with Documents to boost your productivity. For auto-

matic updates on Document changes as they occur, be sure to

"^^^ ask about the Document Supplement Service. Contact your

local distributor or call 800-365-2724 now.

AIA CONTRACT DOCUMENTS.
You can move ahead with them.

AIA Florida

850.222.7590

AIA Contract Documents are a product of The American Institute of Architects.
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Digital Drafting Systems, Inc
WWW.D0SCAD.COM

rmmaiTTiniiiTiririiiri IMPLEMENTATION

CAD Software

Animation & Visualization

Plotters

Networks

Interactive Pen Displays

Need help with AutoCAD?

I vKj We are an Authorized AIA Training Facility. We offer

''»)^ a wide varietty of courses and products from;

diiilwiMtntf' SKSSfilS*,'' ^Biviui discreet l^gl CZHH3

Tel: (305) 445-6480 • fax: 1305) 445-6526 •1110 Ponce de Leon Blvd, Corol Gables. Fl 33134 • Website: www.ddscad.com

Sound System

Inst^lation
"Integrating technical solutions within the

design of the architectural environment"

Churches • Schools • Clubs

Theaters • Stadiums

MAE
PLEASE CONTAa-.

Ken Katz Scott Tiyon

3301 Davie &ou\evard. Ft. Lauderdale, Fl 33312
954-581-2203/ Fax 954-551-2234/ email: Ken&MAE-music.com

To access additional information about

the advertiser's product and/or service,

you only need to dial 1410) 252-9595

from your fax machine and listen to the voice

prompts for further Instructions.

PRESTO - you will receive additional

Information about advertiser's

products and/or services.

Leading-edge reprographics &
imaging solutions from a customer-

focused, quality-driven team.

NGI
NATIONAL GRAPHIC IMAGING

Visit us at vtnMfw.ngiusa.com

Atlanta

127 Peactitree St. NE Suite LL-15 Atlanta, GA 30303

404.521.3177 Fax 404.521.2593

Jacksonville

7999 Philips Hwy. #202 Jacksonville, FL 32256

904.448.1600 Fax 904.448.6804

Ocala

126 South Magnolia Ave. Ocala, FL 34474

352.622.5039 Fax 352.622.5066

Orlando

1612 N. Orange Ave. OrlancJo, FL 32804

407.898.3881 Fax 407.895.0681

Tampa Downtown

203 N. Ashley St. Tampa. FL 33602

813.229.0003 Fax 813.221.5091

Tampa Westshore

5830 W. Cypress St. Suite C Tampa, FL 33607

^ 813.286.8300 Fax 813.289.0342

L

Washington DC
1200 18th St. NW Suite LL-100 Washington DC 20036

202.223.8833 Fax 202.223.8844

"We are the largest A/E/C reprographics & imaging enterprise in the State of Florida,

and we sure would like to do business with you!"

florida I Caribbean ARCHITECT
winter 2002
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agent for the same

I
reason my clients

choose me: experience

Experience is the DPIC

difference.

JF^

Serving all of Florida with offices in

Tampa, Tallahassee and Miami

Contact: Brian Hadar, Phil Nolen,

Rick Hansen or Danny De La Rosa

Phone: 800.741.8889

www.suncoastins.com

Combine DPIC's 30 years of

dedication to the architect,

engineer and environmental mar-

ket with the expertise of our

local brokers, and you get the

benefit of the industry's most

qualified professional liability

experts.

From ongoing education in

how to manage risk to new

ideas in practice management and

smarter dispute resolution that

protects your interest, we'll help

you realize a better return on your

firm's insurance investment.

Contact us today for more

information.

s u n C O A S T
inSUFWICE ASSOCIATES INC.

DPIC

jlicies fw [hi5 progam are issued by one or'more insurance companies of Royal & SunAlliance A.M. Best Rating "A+" (Supffior), DRC Companies

bnterey, CA. and its affiliate. Security Insurance Company of Hartford are members of die Commercial Division of Royal & SunAiiiance USA. part of

cnAit.^nr^incnranrcCfrtiir. nir Tho r,-itnnfln« ic iictoi fin tho t nivinn snil Wpw YorK stork Btchanoes CoDvriaht2001 DPIC Comoanies.



Fulfill Your

mm
h

BOmiHMCC]
Reiiuirements

Save TIME & MONEY with RedVector.com's

ONjUNE COURSES

RedVector.com offers over 1 ,000
ONLINE Continuing Education
Courses for professionals in:

Architecture
Interior Design

. Landscape Architecture
P- Construction
> Engineering
^ Land Surveying

Building Inspection
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. -.superior insulated

residential and

/commercial

buildings,

specify The Icynene

Insulation System*

• It's environmentally

friendly - non-toxic,

formaldehyde free, and

odorless

We'll change the way you think about

Insulation
Rising energy costs. Noise pollution.

Allergies, asthma, and mold.

Architects today face problems that weren't even issues when conventional

insulation products were developed. It's reassuring to know that Icynene* is a

superior insulation system that protects buildings like no other insulation can.

When sprayed into walls, ceilings, floors and basements, Icynene" softly expands

to form a protective barrier. Harmful outside air -including pollutants

and noise- stays out. Healthy inside air stays in,

ensuring a healthier, quieter, more energy efficient structure.

It's the superior insulation system for today's buildings.

The Icynene Insulation System
Healthier, Quieter, More Energy Efficient™

®

• Contributes to a

d-free environment

dds value to the

dings you design by

jcing energy costs

^ lip to 50%, enhancing

sound proofing and

improving air quality

• Effectively insulates

al I types of construction

• Simplifies the job of

insulating complicated

designs and framing

details

• Call us for a FREE

copy of The Icynene

Architect's Tool Kit.

A valuable design

resource for the project

team (1-800-758-7325)

Contact your local licensed Icynene" dealer or visit icynene.com

Ocala Tallahassee Debary Sarasota Lake City Gainesville Orlando

Advantage Allwealher Custom Design Florida Foam Insealatlon of Stanford Insealators of

Insulation, Inc. Insulation Inc. Insulation Inc. Fit Insulators North Florida Construction Orlando, Inc.

352.291.0022 850.942.5557 386.668.5004 941.355.2626 904.752.2830 352.332.9593 321.228.4553

Orlando

Inseal Systems of

Orlando, Inc.

407.443.0089

Boca Grande

Grande Aire Inc.

941.964.1142

Lake Worth Odessa Bonita Springs Jacksonville Panama City

Jensen Polar Spray Rice Insulation Seal-All Florida Foam

Insulation Inc. Foam Corp. & Class Insulation Insealators, Inc.

561.642.8070 813.920.7693 941.495.0344 904.745.8199 850.914.0265

Ft. Lauderdale Miami Zephyr Hills West Palm Beach

Highgrade Insulation Technology Ultimate Insulation Insulseal Systems Inc.

Insulation Systems, Inc. of Central Florida 561.758.6769

772.460.6002 877-487-2378 888.467.8527

305.573.7774



HowAre You

Weathering

The Storm?

'^^^^SSSS^SS^^"^^^

©2002 PGT Industries, Inc.

per WinGuard™

Impact-Resistant Windows-

The Effortless Solution

To Code Requirements.

You can meet hurricane protection requiremen

confidently, cost-effectively and without compromi:

when you specify PGT' WinGuard" Impact-Resista

Windows and Doors. The WinGuard line is custor

made, giving you outstanding design flexibility wi

the only complete line of products to meet bo

Florida and Miami-Dade codes. WinGuard also offe

built-in convenience, security noise reduction ar

UV protection, without the aesthetic and desic

constraints you face with roll-down, —
accordion or panel shutters.

PGT's Architect CD provides all the '

specifications you'll need to provide

hurricane protection effortlessly Call today for yo

free copy plus our code brochure, video and schedi

of AIA CES seminars.

1-877-WINGUAIlD

II

Effortless Hurricane Protection

P(GT

04./29/03 347B3
''m

WinGuard
IMPACT-RESISTANT WINDOWS & DOOBS

Visibly Better.^

www.pgtindustries.conn










